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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
Midwest Independent Transmission
System Operator, Inc.

)
)

Docket No. EL11-34-000

MOTION TO INTERVENE AND PROTEST OF
SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC.
Pursuant to Rules 211 and 214 of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s
(“Commission”) Rules of Practice and Procedure, 18 C.F.R. §§ 385.211, 214, Southwest
Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) moves to intervene in this proceeding and protests the Midwest
Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc.’s (“MISO”) petition for a declaratory
order (“MISO Petition”).
As discussed below, the MISO Petition (a) is premature and will not remove
uncertainty or resolve a controversy because the Joint Operating Agreement (“JOA”)
between MISO and SPP explicitly requires the parties to renegotiate numerous matters,
including the applicability of the single provision of the JOA upon which MISO focuses,
if the operating companies of Entergy Corporation (“Entergy”) join MISO; (b) is barred
by MISO’s failure to follow the mandatory dispute resolution procedures specified in the
JOA before filing its Petition; and (c) in any event, is wrong on the merits of the limited
piece of the matters in controversy that MISO has prematurely presented to the
Commission. As a result, the Commission should dismiss the MISO Petition.
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I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
MISO, which through a contract among Ameren Corporation (“Ameren”),

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. (“AECI”), and Entergy, has only a 1,000 megawatt
interconnection path to Entergy, has proposed to Entergy that it join MISO, instead of
SPP, with which Entergy has over 14,000 megawatts of interconnections. To accomplish
this distant integration, MISO asks the Commission to interpret a provision of the JOA
currently in place so as to allow MISO to add the 22,000-megawatt Entergy system to the
MISO grid, not through the use of its limited, 1000-megawatt interconnection with
Entergy, but rather through extensive new and never contemplated use of the SPP system.
SPP preliminarily estimates that when MISO dispatches energy from the existing MISO
footprint to serve the Entergy system load, only approximately 8 percent of that energy
will flow over MISO’s direct interconnection from Ameren to Entergy, while the rest will
flow over other parties’ systems, including 30 percent flowing over the SPP transmission
system.1
Fundamentally, MISO is asking the Commission to declare that, when Entergy
joins MISO, it may simply use SPP’s system, and place significant new flows on the SPP
grid:
–

without any compensation to SPP or its members, including the SPP

transmission owners that own the facilities that MISO would use;

1

See Exhibit A, Affidavit of Carl A. Monroe, and Exhibit F, depicting the flow of
energy from MISO’s market dispatch. Another estimated 42 percent of the
dispatched energy will flow over TVA’s system, and 17 percent over AECI’s
facilities. In contrast, if Entergy were part of the SPP market, a mere 3 percent of
energy dispatched from the existing SPP region to serve Entergy load would flow
over MISO facilities.
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–

without regard to the billions of dollars of costs of substantial new SPP

transmission enhancements underway, which SPP members, not MISO, are
funding;
–

ignoring the economic consequences to SPP and its members from the

substantial new flows;
–

ignoring the SPP members’ continuing ability to use the SPP system for

their own purposes, such as to move significant wind and other generation
from west to east;
–

without regard to any arrangements to plan for and share the costs of

other future SPP transmission grid enhancements that MISO would use; and
–

without regard to any transmission upgrades that may be needed to

enable Entergy to integrate into MISO without harming SPP members.
What is more, MISO is asking the Commission to address all of these issues by
myopically declaring MISO’s rights under a single provision of the JOA, even though the
matters in controversy involve numerous other issues that the parties must address if
Entergy joins MISO. A ruling on MISO’s petition simply will not eliminate or resolve
the full scope of the controversy, and the Commission’s sound policy is not to address
matters in dispute on a piecemeal basis.
As discussed more fully below, the JOA plainly does not provide for the
considerable new use of SPP’s system that MISO proposes and which the parties never
contemplated. Manifestly, the JOA could not have contemplated that MISO would be
permitted to add the 22,000-megawatt Entergy system to its grid, using only 1,000
megawatts of its own interconnections with Entergy and 14,000 megawatts of SPP’s

3

interconnections with Entergy.2 At the time of the execution of the JOA, MISO had only
approximately 1,600 megawatts of interconnections with SPP that it could even consider
using for such an arrangement. An additional approximately 4,900 megawatts of MISO –
SPP interconnection capacity, which MISO says it is entitled to use to integrate Entergy,
came into existence only in 2009, when several Nebraska utilities joined SPP and
MidAmerican Energy (“MidAmerican”) joined MISO. Obviously, MISO’s use of these
new interconnections to integrate a distant, large system like Entergy’s was not
contemplated when the JOA was signed years before. These interconnections between
MISO and SPP did not even exist.
Notably, despite its lengthy petition and affidavits, and although obviously quite
relevant, MISO never reveals to this Commission how much flow it plans to place on
SPP’s system to integrate Entergy into MISO’s system dispatch. But, in other forums,
MISO candidly admitted that it expects to use at least 4,000 megawatts of capacity
between MISO and Entergy. 3 What is more, MISO bluntly acknowledged that it planned
to use this capacity to bring the benefits of the MISO market to Entergy, while SPP
2

While MISO casts its Petition as concerning only Entergy Arkansas, MISO seeks
to add all of the Entergy operating companies to the MISO footprint. Its
counsel’s legal memorandum (MISO Petition, Exhibit E), for example, references
all of the Entergy system’s operating subsidiaries in its analysis, as does the
Charles River Associates (“CRA”) study (MISO Petition, Exhibit B). See also
Entergy Corporation press release, April 25, 2011, available at
http://www.entergy.com/news_room/newsrelease.aspx?NR_ID=2114.

3

See In The Matter Of A Show Cause Order Directed To Entergy Arkansas, Inc.
Regarding Its Continued Membership In The Current Entergy System Agreement,
Or Any Successor Agreement Thereto, And Regarding The Future Operation And
Control Of Its Transmission Assets, Docket No. 10-011-U, Transcript at 247
(Ark. PSC, Sept. 14, 2010) (“APSC Transcript”); Entergy-Regional State
Committee (“ERSC”) Meeting, Sept. 9, 2010, Transcript at 156, 187-89 (“ERSC
Transcript”). Excerpts from these transcripts are attached as Exhibit B.
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members as a result would no longer have access to that transmission system capability. 4
Whenever the single, actual physical interconnection between MISO and Entergy is out
of service, all of the flow of energy between MISO and Entergy will be over SPP and
other systems. The impacts of the large energy transfers between MISO and Entergy,
including the potential increases in locational prices and the reductions in available
capacity for use by SPP members that would be experienced on the SPP system, have
never been studied jointly by the parties. MISO preempted that with its Petition.
Fortunately, the JOA is not silent on how the parties are to address these subjects.
The JOA by its very terms requires a renegotiation of its provisions when the parties’
systems change in the manner that MISO now proposes. When system configurations
change from how they existed when the JOA was signed, the JOA requires the parties to
“review and as appropriate revise the requirements stated herein in response to such
changes, including deleting, adding, or revising requirements and protocols.”5 Further,
in response to such system changes, each party is required to “negotiate in good faith in
response to such revisions the other Party may propose.”6 There can be no mistaking the
applicability of this renegotiation requirement in the circumstances presented here.
MISO itself previously told the Commission that this type of renegotiation provision
would be triggered by “changes to a party’s boundaries.”7 MISO makes a complete
4

Exhibit B, APSC Transcript at 250.

5

JOA § 3.1 (emphasis added).

6

Id.

7

See Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc. and PJM
Interconnection, L.L.C. Filing Letter, Docket No. ER04-375-000 at 9 (Dec. 31,
2003) (“MISO/PJM JOA Filing”).
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about face from its prior representations to the Commission when it now argues that
“[t]he JOA was designed to automatically accommodate the parties’ expansion.”8
The renegotiation that must occur, but has not yet even commenced, must include
not only whether the parties should have rights to use each others’ systems (as MISO
broadly contends section 5.2 now allows), but also:
–

MISO’s holding SPP members harmless from the effects of the large

Entergy integration;
–

MISO’s compensation to SPP members for the substantial new use of

SPP transmission facilities never contemplated before;
–

MISO’s sharing in the funding of the billions of dollars of significant

new SPP transmission facilities that were planned without contemplation of
MISO’s use, but that MISO now will use, the cost of which currently is being
borne entirely by SPP members;
–

MISO’s participation in the funding of additional transmission facilities

that may be needed to enable Entergy to integrate with MISO; and
–

The parties’ agreement to comprehensive arrangements that will address

the new congestion that will be placed on the SPP system.
It is MISO’s refusal to engage in the required renegotiation of the JOA, not a
simple disagreement over the meaning of one of its existing provisions, that is impeding

8

MISO Petition at 25. That no JOA revisions were required when NPPD joined
SPP and MidAmerican joined MISO (MISO Petition at 25 n.82) is beside the
point. No party proposed any revisions to the JOA then, and MISO was not
proposing the massive new use of the SPP system that it now plans. With the
Entergy integration, MISO is obligated, as the JOA states, to “negotiate in good
faith” in response to “revisions the other Party may propose.”

6

the resolution of appropriate arrangements for an Entergy integration. At this juncture,
there is no basis for the Commission to declare the parties’ rights under the single
provision of the JOA that MISO has presented to the Commission, when the provision
may not even survive renegotiation, or at a minimum may be modified significantly, and
it is premature for the Commission to address the numerous other issues that the parties
have not yet even begun to discuss.
Moreover, even if no renegotiation were required, MISO has ignored its
obligation to engage in the dispute resolution required by the JOA before commencing
litigation before the Commission. The JOA requires that the parties attempt to resolve
any dispute under the JOA using three sequential steps:
(1)

through the aid of the Seams Administration Coordination Committee
(“SACC”) under the JOA;

(2)

referral of the dispute to the parties’ presidents; and

(3)

referral to the Commission’s Office of Dispute Resolution for mediation.9

MISO cast aside its obligation to follow the dispute resolution provision path specified in
the JOA, including arranging a meeting of the parties’ presidents if the dispute could not
be resolved by others, and then mediating the dispute through the FERC’s Office of
Dispute Resolution. MISO has no right under the JOA to skip these required steps,
which the Commission approved when it accepted the JOA. It would be odd indeed for
the Commission to approve a contract that expressly requires mediation through its
dispute resolution office, and then allow a party to ignore that compulsory process.

9

JOA § 14.2.

7

In any event, aside from the procedural infirmities of the MISO Petition, MISO’s
interpretation of its rights under the single clause of the JOA that it addresses is seriously
flawed. If the Commission decides to address the narrow issue of the meaning of section
5.2 of the JOA, notwithstanding that the provision may be renegotiated and numerous
other issues must be addressed, then it should interpret the clause in accordance with its
plain meaning. As discussed below, even in its present form, the provision would not
allow MISO to use SPP’s system without compensation to incorporate Entergy into its
market. The provision was clearly intended, as evidenced by the commonly accepted
meaning of the words it uses, to apply to point-to-point transmission transactions that use
“contract path” capacity from a RTO to a party external to its borders. While point-topoint transmission transactions make use of “contract paths,” a central dispatch of a RTO
market, as MISO contemplates to occur if it integrates Entergy, does not take place via
“contract paths.” That service is provided through network transmission uses of the grid,
which the Commission has held does not use contract paths.

Contract paths exist

between transmission providers, not within their internal footprints. Section 5.2’s sharing
of “contract path” capacity plainly was not intended to apply to the internal dispatch of
MISO’s energy market to serve the loads within MISO’s borders, including the Entergy
loads, as MISO now contends.
But most importantly, when the parties signed the JOA years ago, they plainly did
not agree that MISO could gobble up massive portions of SPP’s transmission capacity to
operate its energy market so as to include a large new, distant and weakly connected
entity to its system, without compensation to those who own or otherwise would use the
SPP transmission system and with obvious adverse effects on SPP and its members.
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II.

BACKGROUND
The controversy that MISO presents to the Commission about section 5.2 of the

JOA arose in a peculiar way. Without ever consulting with SPP, MISO engaged its
counsel to opine on the meaning of the single clause of the MISO/SPP JOA as it may
pertain to an Entergy integration, and then published that opinion. To say the least,
publishing to the world a legal opinion about the parties’ contract was an odd way to
commence a discussion about the addition of a new transmission owner to MISO’s
system, rather than discussing the matter with the affected parties.
Because SPP did not agree with MISO’s published interpretation of the JOA, SPP
was left with no choice but to make known its own views of the JOA. Among other
things, in a white paper on the subject, SPP informed MISO and others that SPP
disagreed that the provision in question would allow MISO to use SPP’s system as it
described, but that in any event, section 3.1 of the JOA expressly required the parties to
renegotiate in good faith when the parties’ system configurations changed from what
existed at the time the JOA was signed. SPP further explained that this renegotiation was
unmistakably required here because, “[g]iven the limited direct connections between
Midwest ISO and Entergy, the integration of Entergy in the Midwest ISO dispatch would
produce significantly different energy flows in the region and on SPP’s system than were
contemplated at the time the SPP JOA became effective.”10
Following SPP’s expression of its views, MISO followed up with a written
request to SPP, again without any discussions between the parties, that the parties submit
their disagreement about the single contract provision to the Commission’s Office of
10

MISO Petition, Exhibit F at 5.

9

Dispute Resolution for resolution, waiving the required initial steps of dispute resolution
under the JOA.11 SPP responded that it was prepared to discuss the parties’ rights and
obligations, but that dispute resolution was premature because section 14.2 of the JOA
requires that the parties “shall attempt in good faith to achieve consensus with respect to
all matters arising under the Agreement and to use reasonable efforts through good faith
discussion and negotiation to avoid and resolve disputes” before formal dispute
resolution commenced.12 SPP noted that the parties had never even met to begin a
discussion of the matter. SPP suggested that the parties meet to discuss the matter
because SPP saw “no reason why frank and open dialogue . . . cannot successfully
resolve any differences here, without the unnecessary involvement of regulators via
litigation.”13
MISO waited two weeks before replying, and then rejected SPP’s offer to discuss
the matter.14 In response, SPP again reiterated that there had yet to be any discussion
between the parties and that MISO and SPP should not avoid the mutual discussion
required by the JOA, “which is specifically designed to achieve, at a minimum, improved
understanding of the parties’ positions, and avoid litigation while achieving the best
solutions.”15 SPP also reminded MISO that the JOA requires renegotiation in the event
of system expansions, and that MISO was obligated to renegotiate in good faith the
11

Id., Exhibit H.

12

Id., Exhibit I at 1.

13

Id., Exhibit I at 2.

14

Id., Exhibit J.

15

Id., Exhibit K at 1.
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necessary revisions to the JOA.16 In its Petition, MISO is silent regarding its obligation
to renegotiate.
Ultimately, MISO agreed to a single teleconference meeting of the SACC under
the JOA, which occurred on March 11, 2011, for an hour and a half. At the conclusion of
the meeting, MISO agreed to provide SPP with information on how MISO believed new
market-to-market provisions of the JOA could solve SPP’s concerns. SPP agreed to
provide a detailed position paper regarding its concerns.17 But, a week and a half later,
during a lunch break conversation at a meeting of the Arkansas Public Service
Commission taking place in Little Rock that both SPP and MISO happened to be
attending, MISO abruptly changed course and, even though the parties had only met once
and had already agreed to exchange information regarding their concerns, MISO instead
proposed to SPP that the parties sign a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”)
agreeing to the meaning of section 5.2 of the JOA as interpreted by MISO and issue a
press release about it.18
On April 7, responding to MISO’s desire for an MOU, SPP presented to MISO a
draft MOU that reflected the parties’ positions and their obligations under the JOA to
negotiate.19 The MOU recited that the parties recognized that they were required “to
16

Id., Exhibit K at 2.

17

Monroe Affidavit ¶ 6.

18

Id. ¶ 7. MISO characterizes this passing encounter as “a subsequent meeting”
between the parties, MISO Petition at 11, but a fleeting lunch break conversation
hardly approaches the kind of meaningful good faith negotiation required by the
JOA.

19

The draft MOU that SPP presented to MISO is attached to this Protest as
Exhibit C.
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attempt in good faith to achieve consensus” and “to use reasonable efforts through good
faith discussion and negotiation to avoid and resolve all disputes;” that, in response to
changed circumstances, the JOA required the parties “to review and as appropriate revise
the requirements stated in the JOA, including deleting, adding, or revising requirements
and protocols;” and that the JOA requires each party “to negotiate in good faith in
response to such revisions the other Party may propose.”20
Far from being “unwilling” to negotiate regarding the meaning of section 5.2 of
the JOA, 21 the MOU acknowledged the parties’ disagreement and stated that if other
issues could be resolved, “then an appropriate sharing of transmission capacity may be
able to be negotiated to integrate the Entergy operating companies.”22 It committed the
parties to negotiate revisions to address congestion management, to address the sharing of
costs of facilities already planned by both parties, and to address cost sharing of any new
transmission upgrades needed for an Entergy integration “on a basis of benefits expected
to be received.”23 The MOU committed the parties to meet within 30 days and establish
milestones for the negotiation.
Within hours, MISO responded that “[w]e seem to be at a point where it is best to
defer further work on an MOU until after FERC resolves the Section 5.2 interpretation
issue.”24 SPP’s President immediately disagreed with MISO’s inexplicable position that
20

Exhibit C at 1-2.

21

MISO Petition at 11.

22

Id. at 3.

23

Id. at 4.

24

Exhibit D at 1.
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the parties should abandon discussions simply because they had different positions on the
interpretation of section 5.2. SPP’s President emphasized that it was “not the good faith
negotiation that the JOA requires to insist that SPP must accept MISO’s interpretation of
section 5.2 as a precondition” of discussions and that, “[f]or its part, SPP proposed that if
other matters could be resolved satisfactorily, then sharing of capacity under section 5.2
or otherwise also might be able to be resolved.”25 He suggested that if MISO preferred to
address the parties’ differing views in another “manner consistent with the JOA,” such as
using “the formal dispute resolution procedures of the JOA,” then MISO should let SPP
know.26
The same day SPP proposed implementation of the dispute resolution procedures
of the JOA, and despite there having been only a single telephone meeting of the parties,
no meeting of the parties’ presidents as required by the JOA, and no mediation of the
dispute as mandated by the JOA, MISO filed its Petition with the Commission.
III.

MOTION TO INTERVENE
Intervention in Commission proceedings is appropriate when a movant has a

direct interest in the proceeding that cannot be adequately represented by any other
party.27 SPP is an Arkansas non-profit corporation with its principle place of business in
Little Rock, Arkansas.

It is a Commission-approved Regional Transmission

25

Letter from N. Brown to J. Bear, April 8, 2011 (attached as Exhibit E).

26

Exhibit E at 2.

27

See 18 C.F.R. §§ 385.212, 385.214(b)(2)(ii).
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Organization (“RTO”)28 with 63 members in nine states, including 14 investor-owned
utilities, 10 municipal systems, 12 generation and transmission cooperatives, 4 state
agencies, 7 independent power producers, 10 power marketers, and 6 independent
transmission companies.
This proceeding involves interpretation of the JOA between SPP and MISO. As a
party to the JOA, SPP has a direct and substantial interest in the outcome of this
proceeding that cannot be adequately represented by any other entity. The Commission,
therefore, should permit SPP to intervene in this proceeding.
In accordance with the Commission’s rules, SPP requests that the following
individuals be added to the service list compiled by the Secretary:

Heather H. Starnes
Manager, Regulatory Policy
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
415 North McKinley, Suite 140, Plaza West
Little Rock, AR 72205
Telephone: (501) 614-3380
Fax: (501) 664-9553
hstarnes@spp.org

28

Barry S. Spector
Carrie L. Bumgarner
Ryan J. Collins
Wright & Talisman, P.C.
1200 G Street, N.W.
Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20005
Phone: (202) 393-1200
Fax: (202) 393-1240
spector@wrightlaw.com
bumgarner@wrightlaw.com
collins@wrightlaw.com

See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 109 FERC ¶ 61,009 (2004), order on reh’g, 110 FERC
¶ 61,137 (2005).
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IV.

THE COMMISSION SHOULD NOT ACT ON THE PETITION BECAUSE
THE JOA BY ITS TERMS REQUIRES THAT IT BE RENEGOTIATED IN
THE EVENT ENTERGY JOINS MISO; THE PETITION THEREFORE
SEEKS AN INTERPRETATION OF CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS
THAT MAY EXIST IN A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT FORM, IF AT
ALL, AFTER RENEGOTIATION OF THE JOA TO ADDRESS ALL
PERTINENT ISSUES BEARING ON ENTERGY’S INTEGRATION INTO
MISO
A.

The Standard For Granting A Declaratory Order Has Not Been Met.

Section 554(e) of the Administrative Procedure Act provides that “an agency in
its sound discretion may issue a declaratory order to terminate a controversy or remove
uncertainty.”29 Likewise, Rule 207(a)(2) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and
Procedure provides for petitions for declaratory orders “to terminate a controversy or
remove uncertainty.”30 Whether to issue a declaratory order in a particular circumstance
is within the Commission’s sound discretion.31
In exercising its discretion, the Commission has dismissed petitions for
declaratory order as premature where granting the petition would “circumvent established
procedures” approved by the Commission.32 In Lynch, the petitioner sought a declaratory
29

5 U.S.C. §554(e); USGen New England, Inc., 118 FERC ¶ 61,172, at P 18 (2007).

30

18 C.F.R. § 385.207(a)(2); see Enbridge Pipelines (Toledo) Inc. 130 FERC
¶ 61,270, at P 26 (2010) (“[T]he purpose of a declaratory order is to remove
uncertainty or terminate a controversy.”); Albany Engineering Corp. v. Hudson
River-Black River Regulating District, 129 FERC ¶ 61,134, at n.14 (2009) (“[W]e
issue declaratory orders ‘to terminate a controversy or remove uncertainty.’”);.

31

Morgan Stanley Capital Group, Inc., 119 FERC ¶ 61,298, at P 17 (2007)
(“Commission has discretion as to whether to issue a declaratory order in
particular circumstances in order to terminate a controversy or remove
uncertainty.”); see also Enbridge Pipelines (Toledo) Inc., 130 FERC ¶ 61,270, at
P 26 (“whether to consider providing declaratory relief is discretionary with the
Commission.”).

32

Lynch v. ISO New England, Inc., 107 FERC ¶ 61,242, at 15 (2004) (“Lynch”).
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order regarding the cost allocation for a proposed transmission upgrade prior to the
upgrade being submitted for review under an RTO’s transmission cost allocation
procedures. The Commission dismissed the petition as premature. It stated that to grant
the petition “would inappropriately circumvent established procedures”33 and that the
Commission would “not interject itself into a dispute . . . before the process we have
approved has run its course.”34
Acting on MISO’s Petition likewise would be premature. As explained below,
the JOA requires the parties to renegotiate the agreement in the event that either RTO’s
boundary changes, as MISO’s will with the integration of Entergy.

Yet, MISO is

requesting a declaration as to the meaning of an existing JOA provision before
renegotiation has even commenced, much less “run its course.” Therefore, as in Lynch,
the Commission should dismiss the Petition as premature.35
Moreover, because renegotiation of the JOA has yet to occur, uncertainty would
not be removed by granting the Petition.

Contrary to MISO, “a definitive . . .

interpretation of Section 5.2”36 by the Commission at this time would not remove
uncertainty or controversy and would be of no practical value. As a result of the required
renegotiation, section 5.2 may be revised or deleted in its entirety.

Declaring the

meaning of a provision that may change in a future iteration of the agreement that will be
33

Id.

34

Id.

35

As discussed below, the Petition also should be dismissed as premature because
MISO did not follow the established dispute resolution procedures under the
JOA. See section V, infra.

36

MISO Petition at 25.
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applicable to the parties’ operations following the Entergy integration would not put to
rest uncertainty. Even if the Commission were to grant MISO’s Petition, because the
JOA must be renegotiated, the Commission would not be declaring the rights and
obligations of the parties under the renegotiated JOA that will be applicable, as it does
not exist yet.37

Therefore, no purpose would be served, nor would uncertainty be

removed, by addressing the meaning of current section 5.2 of the JOA.38
B.

Section 3.1 Of The JOA Explicitly Requires Renegotiation When
MISO’s Boundaries Change With The Addition Of Entergy.

Section 3.1 of the JOA explicitly requires renegotiation of the agreement in the
event that the boundaries of a party change. Section 3.1 states:
The Parties have agreed to the coordination and exchange
of data and information under this Agreement to ensure
system reliability and efficient market operations as
systems exist and are contemplated as of the Effective Date.
The Parties expect that these systems and technology
applicable to these systems and to the collection and
exchange of data will change from time to time throughout
the term of this Agreement. The Parties agree that the
37

See Ark. Power & Light Co., 35 FERC ¶ 61,358 (1986) (Commission dismissed
petition for declaratory order regarding the right to transmission service under
section 211 and 212, where no request for transmission service was pending
before the Commission); La. Pub. Serv. Comm’n v. Entergy Corp. Entergy Servs.,
Inc., 132 FERC ¶ 61,104, at P 10 (2010) (dismissing complaint regarding
inclusion of cancellation of project costs in rates as “premature and not ripe for
Commission consideration” because state agency had yet to rule whether project
could be cancelled); Wis. Pub. Serv. Corp. v. Midwest Independent Transmission
Sys. Operator, Inc., 114 FERC ¶ 61,277, at P 27, reh’g denied, 115 FERC
¶ 61,185 (2006) (dismissing complaint as premature, stating “[i]t therefore is
premature for the Commission to decide on the merits of any specific items listed
by [complainants]” because a study on which relief may be granted had yet to be
completed).

38

As Entergy already has announced its intention to join MISO, the interpretation
of section 5.2 also is not “highly significant” with regard to Entergy’s ability to
choose an RTO, as MISO argues. MISO Petition at 25.
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objectives of this Agreement can be fulfilled efficiently and
economically only if the Parties, from time to time, review
and as appropriate revise the requirements stated herein in
response to such changes, including deleting, adding, or
revising requirements and protocols. Each Party will
negotiate in good faith in response to such revisions the
other Party may propose from time to time. (emphasis
added).
The applicability of this renegotiation requirement here is unmistakable. When
MISO submitted the same provision of the MISO/PJM JOA to the Commission, it
explained that “[e]vents precipitating review and revision . . . include changes to a
party’s boundaries as an RTO.”39 MISO’s boundaries will change dramatically as a
result of Entergy’s integration. By virtue of SPP’s interconnections with Entergy, the
MISO/SPP seam will have 14,000 megawatts of new interconnections, more than tripling
the interconnection capacity between MISO and SPP. Consequently, the JOA must be
renegotiated.

The parties are required to “review and as appropriate revise the

requirements” of the JOA, “including deleting, adding, or revising requirements and
protocols.” SPP has the absolute right to insist on review and renegotiation of the JOA in
these circumstance, and MISO is obligated to “negotiate in good faith” in response to
“such revisions [SPP] may propose.”
Despite its prior representations to the Commission that renegotiation under this
type of clause is required when boundaries change, MISO now incredulously argues that
the JOA is “designed to automatically accommodate the parties’ expansion, including the

39

MISO/PJM JOA Filing at 9 (emphasis added).
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integration of new transmission owners.”40 This new and convenient re-interpretation of
the JOA should not be countenanced by the Commission.
C.

In The Renegotiation Of The JOA, MISO And SPP Must Address
Numerous Significant Issues Beyond The Single Issue Of The
Meaning Of Section 5.2.

In its Petition, MISO requests that the Commission address only one small piece
(the meaning of section 5.2) of a much larger set of issues that will arise as a result of
Entergy’s joining MISO. MISO simply ignores the numerous other important issues.
Nothing is gained and uncertainty is not removed by the Commission addressing the
meaning of a single provision of the JOA, when many other issues also must be
addressed and provisions of the JOA (including section 5.2) must be reviewed and
revised.
The Commission’s addressing just one piece of the much larger set of issues
pertaining to Entergy’s proposed integration into MISO before the parties have the
opportunity to address the issues in a comprehensive fashion would be unproductive and
a waste of resources.41 Rather than dealing with the ramifications of Entergy’s proposed
membership in MISO on a piecemeal basis (as MISO requests by the Petition), the
Commission should refrain from acting on any of the issues until the parties have had an
opportunity to address all of the issues through the required renegotiation of the JOA.42

40

MISO Petition at 25.

41

Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp., 98 FERC ¶ 61,327, at 62,382 (2002) (“We
believe it is premature and a potential waste of resources at this time to engage in
piecemeal adjusting the current market design when a revised design is
imminent.”)

42

See e.g., Southern Star Central Gas Pipeline, Inc., 104 FERC ¶ 61,017, at P 20
(2003) (“Since that hearing is to address issues concerning the justness and
(continued. . .)
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1.

The Petition Ignores the Obligation to Hold Neighboring
Systems Such as SPP Harmless from the Effects of Entergy
Joining MISO

MISO ignores completely its obligation to hold neighboring systems (e.g., SPP)
harmless from the effects of Entergy joining MISO. One of the primary purposes of
appropriately scoped RTOs is to “internalize” the loops flows among the systems that are
its members.43 Entergy’s joining MISO does not internalize loop flows between MISO’s
existing footprint and Entergy; rather, loop flows will be created on the SPP system as
MISO and Entergy integrate their markets.
In 2003, when Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) and the operating
companies of American Electric Power Company (“AEP”) chose to join PJM rather than
MISO, the Commission held that MISO utilities had to be “held harmless” from the loop
flow effects of ComEd’s and AEP’s choices.

The Commission explained that the

“purpose of the hold harmless condition is to protect [MISO] utilities from the financial
(. . . continued)
reasonableness of Southern Star’s existing mechanism for the recovery of the
costs of fuel use and lost and unaccounted for gas, the Commission finds that it is
appropriate to consider all such issues together in one proceeding, rather than
attempt to make changes to Southern Star’s existing mechanism on a piecemeal
basis.”); Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp., 98 FERC ¶ 61,327, at 62,380 (2002)
(Commission rejected tariff amendment because it “does not believe another
piecemeal approach presented in isolation from other respects of the California
market design, is just and reasonable.”)
43

See Alliance Cos., 103 FERC ¶ 61,274, at P 24 (2003) (“Order No. 2000
specifically requires, for example, that an RTO be of adequate scope and
configuration to . . . resolve loop flow issues by internalizing loops flows and
addressing loop flow problems over a larger region”); see also Regional
Transmission Organizations, Order No. 2000, 1996-2000 FERC Stats. & Regs.,
Regs. Preambles ¶ 31,089, at 31,082 (1999), order on reh’g, Order No. 2000-A,
1996-2000 FERC Stats. & Regs., Regs. Preambles ¶ 31,092 (2000), petitions for
review dismissed sub nom. Pub. Util. Dist. No. 1 v. FERC, 272 F.3d 607 (D.C.
Cir. 2001).
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impacts associated with loop flows and congestion created by ComEd’s and AEP’s RTO
choices, essentially making [MISO] utilities whole for those impacts.”44

It further

reasoned that “given the location of [ComEd and AEP] and their links with neighboring
facilities, outright acceptance of their RTO choices, without any conditions, would not
have been just and reasonable.”45 Therefore, the Commission conditioned its approval of
ComEd and AEP’s plans to join PJM on AEP, ComEd, PJM and MISO devising “a
solution which will effectively hold harmless utilities in [MISO] from any loop flow or
congestion that results from the proposed configuration.”46
The plan for Entergy to join MISO is remarkably similar to the circumstances of
ComEd’s and AEP’s choices to join PJM. A solution to the loop flow and congestion
effects must be devised to hold SPP and its members harmless from Entergy’s choice of
MISO rather than SPP as its RTO.
The Commission stated in Alliance Cos. that the baseline for determining the
adverse financial impacts from which the MISO utilities would be held harmless was the
situation that would have existed had ComEd and AEP joined MISO (rather than PJM)
and the loop flows were internalized within a single RTO.47 Just as in that case, if
Entergy chose to join SPP the loop flows between the SPP and Entergy systems would be
internalized rather than placed on a neighboring system. Because Entergy plans to join
44

Commonwealth Edison Co., 106 FERC ¶ 61,250, at P 52 (2004).

45

Alliance Cos., 103 FERC ¶ 61,274, at P 21, reh’g denied, 105 FERC ¶ 61,215
(2003).

46

Alliance Cos., 103 FERC ¶ 61,274, at P 39.

47

Alliance Cos., 102 FERC ¶ 61,214, at P 10 (2003); Commonwealth Edison Co.,
106 FERC ¶ 61,250, at P 40.
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MISO instead, the parties must compare the flows on SPP’s system if Entergy had joined
SPP with the flows on SPP’s system as a result of Entergy’s choice to join MISO and
must design a mechanism to hold SPP utilities harmless from any adverse effects.
The loop flow and congestion effects on SPP will not be trivial. Based on an
evaluation of a snapshot of the transmission grid, SPP preliminarily estimates that when
MISO dispatches energy from the existing MISO footprint to serve the Entergy system
load, a mere 8 percent of the resulting energy flow will be over MISO’s interconnection
with Entergy while 30 percent of the energy will flow over the SPP transmission
system.48 MISO fully understands that this use of SPP’s system will mean SPP members
would no longer have access to current transmission system capability. 49 When the
single interconnection between MISO and Entergy is out of service, 100 percent of the
MISO market energy flows to Entergy will use SPP and other systems, 50 with even
greater adverse loop flow and congestion effects on others. As in Alliance Cos., the
parties must negotiate a solution to these effects.

48

Monroe Affidavit ¶ 22.

49

Exhibit B, APSC Transcript at 250:
MS. GALLUP: . . . Just to add on to that discussion and the next slide
where you had the 4,000 megawatts, earlier you said your agreements
with SPP says the paths are available for both parties, but if this were
used to integrate Arkansas or Entergy Arkansas, wouldn’t that be just
taken up by their use to try to connect to MISO to get the benefits of the
MISO market and SPP members would no longer have that capability?
MR. SHRUG [MISO’s representative]: The answer is, yes . . . .

50

Monroe Affidavit ¶ 22.
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2.

Potential Adverse Effects on other SPP Seams

As a result of Entergy’s integration into MISO, other parties that have seams
agreements with SPP (and MISO) will be adversely affected. These parties have not yet
been consulted. Before SPP can agree to place extensive new flows on its system that
also could impact other systems, SPP must coordinate with its neighbors and address any
resulting concerns in the renegotiation of the JOA.
One of these neighbors, AECI, may be particularly interested in these
negotiations. While MISO claims that it will use its existing direct interconnection to
Entergy under an agreement among Ameren, AECI, and Entergy, SPP understands that
AECI has cancelled that agreement effective June 2013. Unless replaced, MISO will not
have the direct interconnection with Entergy that even MISO contends is necessary to
invoke section 5.2 of the JOA. All MISO has to say on this subject is that the matter is
“in negotiations” between Ameren, AECI, and Entergy.51 SPP informed MISO that this
contingency must be addressed in the renegotiation of the JOA.
Further complicating the seams issues is the potential that Ameren may not
remain in MISO, which also could render the Ameren/AECI/Entergy interconnection
unavailable to MISO and Entergy. The Missouri Public Service Commission currently is
investigating Ameren’s request to extend temporarily its MISO membership only through
2013.52 SPP has informed MISO that this contingency, too, should be addressed in the
renegotiation of the JOA.

51

MISO Petition at 8 n.27.

52

In the Matter of the Application of Union Electric Company for Authority to
Continue the Transfer of Functional Control of Its Transmission System to the
(continued. . .)
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3.

Other Issues to be Renegotiated

In addition to the hold harmless and other seams issues, there are other significant
issues that must be addressed in the JOA renegotiation to accommodate Entergy’s joining
MISO: (1) congestion management; (2) sharing of the costs of the SPP transmission
system that MISO will use, including the new and additional facilities being added to the
SPP Transmission Expansion Plan (“STEP”); (3) sharing of the costs of any additional
transmission facilities required for the Entergy/MISO integration; and (4) operations
during outages of MISO’s single interconnection to Entergy.


Congestion Management.

SPP has requested that the parties include

additional provisions in the JOA to address congestion management issues stemming
from the proposed Entergy integration into MISO.53 To move energy from MISO to
Entergy would require using a portion of the SPP system between Nebraska, Missouri,
and Kansas that is already congested. Increased use of these facilities would reduce the
ability of SPP members to use them for their own reliability and economic purposes.
Thus, it is imperative that the parties address in detail how they will handle congestion on
SPP’s system. As noted, MISO expects to use at least 4,000 megawatts of capacity
between MISO and Entergy by way of SPP’s transmission system. 54 The potential
impact on SPP’s system of such a large use of capacity, including potential increases in

(. . . continued)
Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc., Mo. PSC, File No.
EO-2011-0128.
53

See Exhibit C at 3-4.

54

Exhibit B, APSC Transcript at 247.
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locational energy prices, must be studied and addressed as a part of the required
renegotiation of the JOA.
MISO’s Petition illustrates that congestion management is an issue that must be
addressed and reveals the divides between the parties that go beyond just differences in
the interpretation of section 5.2. In its Petition, MISO professes that it will use SPP’s
system only “up until congestion occurs and then the parties return to their allocation
based on historical use.”55 But on the very next page, it states that it disagrees with SPP’s
interpretation of the JOA as meaning that “[MISO] and Entergy would be constrained in
the amount of firm energy flow they could place on SPP flowgates” based “on their
[historic] uses of the regional systems.”56 MISO indicates that it “disagrees entirely”
with SPP’s position on how much usage could be permitted, demonstrating that the
differences between the parties extend well beyond a simple disagreement over the
meaning of section 5.2. The Commission cannot and should not attempt to define just
one aspect of the parties’ JOA arrangements, when the parties need to resolve differences
over numerous other matters that may bear directly on the one narrow piece that MISO
has asked the Commission to address.

The issues should be addressed in a

comprehensive fashion, first through the required renegotiation of the JOA, and then by
the Commission if and to the extent necessary.


Sharing cost of transmission facilities, including STEP upgrades. Not only

does MISO ignore any need to compensate SPP and its members for the use of the
existing SPP transmission system, but SPP also currently has planned and approved over
55

MISO Petition at 23.

56

MISO Petition at 24.
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$4 billion of new facilities to address the reliability and economics of the SPP system.57
These facilities were planned for the use of SPP members, and SPP members pay for
them. Plainly, the JOA cannot be interpreted as permitting MISO to gobble up the
capacity of these facilities, without supporting the costs of construction and operation of
the facilities. Thus, in the JOA renegotiation, the parties must address compensation for
the use of SPP transmission facilities, both existing and planned.


Additional transmission facilities required for Entergy/MISO integration. As

a result of Entergy’s integration into MISO, additional facilities and upgrades may be
required on SPP’s system to protect the SPP members from harm. The parties must study
these requirements and address how they will share the costs of such upgrades. Again,
this is an issue for the renegotiation of the JOA.


Operations during outages. The parties need to discuss how operations will

be handled when MISO’s single direct interconnection to Entergy is out of service and
resulting energy flows will be entirely on SPP’s and others’ systems. MISO simply
assumes that its energy transfers may continue unabated, despite the lack of any physical
interconnection to Entergy in these circumstances.
D.

SPP Provided MISO With A Draft MOU Establishing A Framework
For The Renegotiation.

Because MISO proposed that SPP and MISO sign an MOU about how to
proceed,58 SPP responded with a draft MOU that reflected the parties’ positions and their

57

Monroe Affidavit ¶ 20 n.4.

58

Monroe Affidavit ¶¶ 7-8.
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obligations under the JOA to renegotiate.59 The draft MOU recited that the parties
recognized that they were required “to attempt in good faith to achieve consensus” and
“to use reasonable efforts through good faith discussion and negotiation to avoid and
resolve all disputes;” that, in response to changed circumstances, the JOA required the
parties “to review and as appropriate revise the requirements stated in the JOA, including
deleting, adding, or revising requirements and protocols;” and that the JOA requires each
party “to negotiate in good faith in response to such revisions the other Party may
propose.”60
Far from being “unwilling” to negotiate regarding the meaning of section 5.2 of
the JOA, 61 the MOU acknowledged the parties’ disagreement and stated that if other
issues could be resolved, “then an appropriate sharing of transmission capacity may be
able to be negotiated to integrate the Entergy operating companies.”62 Among other
things, it committed the parties to negotiate revisions to address congestion management,
to address the sharing of costs of facilities, including facilities already planned by both
parties, and to address cost sharing for any new transmission upgrades needed for
Entergy’s integration “on a basis of benefits expected to be received.”63 The draft MOU
committed the parties to meet within 30 days and establish milestones for the negotiation.

59

See Exhibit C.

60

Id. at 1–2.

61

MISO Petition at 11.

62

Exhibit C at 3.

63

Id. at 4 .
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The proposed MOU provided a solid and meaningful framework for the
renegotiation of the JOA. Renegotiation not only is the required course under the JOA,
in light of the multitude of issues that must be addressed, it also is the most practicable.
The parties agreed in the JOA to renegotiate in these circumstances for good reason.
Litigation is plainly not the best way to resolve the numerous issues that arise when a
large new member is added to one of the two RTOs, dramatically changing flows across
the parties’ systems. Open and meaningful dialogue is far preferable and will produce
the best results for all concerned. Contrary to MISO, the Petition is not “the only
practicable course for MISO” to ensure a definitive resolution of the issues. 64 It is, in
fact, an impracticable course.
V.

MISO’S PETITION IS FURTHER BARRED BY MISO’S FAILURE
FIRST TO FOLLOW THE DISPUTE RESOLUTION REQUIREMENTS
OF THE JOA
Even if there were no renegotiation requirement, MISO completely ignored the

compulsory dispute resolution steps under the JOA before filing its Petition, which
obligates the Commission to dismiss the Petition and direct the parties to follow these
procedures.
A.

The Commission Requires Consensual Resolution Of Disputes
Involving RTOs.

The Commission has emphasized that parties must follow dispute resolution
procedures in resolving disagreements arising in the context of RTOs.

Indeed, the

Commission rejected voluntary RTO dispute resolution in favor of a mandatory
approach, stating that “[d]ue to the limited time and resources of the Commission, we
find that it is essential that the parties to the ISO Tariff attempt to resolve their disputes
64

MISO Petition at 11.
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before bringing them to the Commission.”65 The very purpose of dispute resolution
procedures is to allow parties to “refine their positions through negotiations that possibly
could eliminate the need for the Commission’s involvement in resolving the dispute.”66
Accordingly, the Commission dismisses petitions as “premature” when a party fails to
comply with these procedures, encouraging parties to avoid unnecessary litigation and
sharpen the issues ultimately submitted to the Commission for resolution.67
In addition, when parties have freely included a dispute resolution clause in their
contract, the Commission is bound by the Mobile-Sierra doctrine to enforce it.68 The
Commission has recognized its “obligation under the FPA to enforce the provisions of

65

Pac. Gas & Elec. Co., 81 FERC ¶ 61,122, at 61,489 (1997) (emphasis added).

66

Marathon LNG Marketing, LLC, 109 FERC ¶ 61,031, at P 21 (2004) (dismissing
a petition for declaratory order regarding the negotiation of an agreement as
premature).

67

See, e.g., Ind. Mich. Power Co., 64 FERC ¶ 61,184, at 62,553 (1993) (The
Commission rejected a proposed amendment to contracts because petitioner
failed to follow contractual commitment of “good faith negotiation” to resolve
dispute prior to filing. The Commission “agree[d] with intervenors that AEP
Companies have not yet fully complied with their contractual duty to seek a
consensual resolution of this dispute and that AEP Companies’ unilateral
filing . . .is, thus, invalid.”); American Municipal Power-Ohio, Inc. v. Toledo
Edison Co., 47 FERC ¶ 61,284, at 62,004 (1989) (“When parties have freely
chosen to submit their disputes to arbitration, we will generally recognize and
give effect to that choice.”).

68

See S. Cal. Edison Co., 115 FERC ¶ 61,100, at P 8 (2006) (“[The parties] were
free to make any contractual arrangement they chose, file the contract under
section 205 and once the contract was accepted, expect the Commission to
respect and enforce the agreed-to deal. This is the clear teaching of the Supreme
Court’s decisions in the Sierra and Mobile cases.”) (citing United Gas Pipe Line
Co. v. Mobile Gas Service Corp., 350 U.S. 332 (1956); FPC v. Sierra Pacific
Power Co., 350 U.S. 348 (1956)).
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parties’ agreements”69 and, therefore, the Commission “will hold parties to the language
they drafted and agreed to.”70 As a result, the Commission has dismissed petitions as
premature where the parties have failed to comply with a contract provision imposing
specific dispute resolution procedures before submitting the matter to the Commission.71
Consistent with this precedent, the Commission should hold MISO to its dispute
resolution obligations and dismiss the Petition, requiring MISO first to follow the
compulsory JOA procedures.
B.

MISO failed to engage in JOA-required dispute resolution before
filing the Petition.

The Commission should dismiss MISO’s Petition as premature because MISO
completely failed to follow the required dispute resolution procedures under the JOA
prior to filing the Petition. The JOA mandates that the parties follow a specific process to
resolve any disputes before initiating litigation at the Commission.
Ahead of invoking any of the formal dispute resolution procedures, Article 14.2
of the JOA specifies that first:
The Parties shall attempt in good faith to achieve consensus
with respect to all matters arising under [the JOA] and to
use reasonable efforts through good faith discussion and
69

Yankee Atomic Elec. Co., Opinion No. 390, 67 FERC ¶ 61,318, at 62,113, reh’g
denied, Opinion No. 390-A, 68 FERC ¶ 61,364 (1994), aff’d in relevant part sub
nom. Town of Norwood v. FERC, 80 F.3d 526 (D.C. Cir. 1996).

70

City of Lebanon, Ohio v. Cincinnati Gas & Elec. Co., 64 FERC ¶ 61,341, at
63,445 (1993).

71

See, e.g., American Municipal Power-Ohio, Inc. v. Toledo Edison Co., 47 FERC
¶ 61,284, at 62,004 (“When parties have freely chosen to submit their disputes to
arbitration, we will generally recognize and give effect to that choice.”);
American Municipal Power-Ohio, Inc. v. Dayton Power and Light Co., 56 FERC
¶ 61,437, at 62,559 (1991); Tex.-N.M. Power Co. v. El Paso Elec. Co., 30 FERC
¶ 61,242, at 61,482 (1985).
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negotiation to avoid and resolve disputes that could delay
or impede either Party from receiving the benefits of [the
JOA].72
Only after the parties are unable to resolve their disputes through ordinary course, good
faith, informal discussions do the formal dispute resolution procedures even come into
play.
Thereafter, the JOA dispute resolution procedures provide three steps:


Step One: Meeting and negotiating through the SACC;



Step Two: Meeting and negotiation by the parties’ presidents; and



Step Three: Mediation through FERC’s Office of Dispute Resolution.

In Step One, the parties attempt to resolve any dispute “by reasonable efforts
through good faith discussion and negotiation” with the aid of the SACC.73 Subject
matter experts and legal counsel may participate.74 In the event the SACC cannot resolve
the dispute, the parties move to Step Two, in which the dispute is referred to the parties’
presidents who “shall make a good faith effort to resolve the dispute.”75 In Step Three,
invoked only if the parties’ presidents fail to resolve the disagreement, the dispute is
referred to the Commission’s Office of Dispute Resolution for mediation.76 Only upon a

72

JOA § 14.2 (emphasis added).

73

Id. § 14.2.1.

74

Id.

75

Id. § 14.2.2.

76

Id. § 14.2.3.
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party’s determination that mediation has failed to resolve the dispute may a party “seek
formal resolution by initiating a proceeding before FERC.”77
MISO followed none of these required dispute resolution steps. Prior to filing its
Petition, there were no formal discussions under Step One of the dispute resolution
process. The single teleconference meeting of the SACC, the very first discussion the
parties had about this matter, at best represents the parties’ required attempt to achieve
consensus before invoking formal dispute resolution.78 Even if one considered the single,
hour and a half teleconference of the SACC to fulfill Step One of dispute resolution,
MISO never requested that the parties’ presidents meet to discuss the matter, as required
under Step Two of dispute resolution.

And, MISO simply bypassed Step Three’s

requirement to submit the matter to the Commission’s Office of Dispute Resolution,
when MISO instead filed its formal Petition.79
These are not insignificant failings. There is much to be discussed between the
parties regarding Entergy’s integration into MISO and the impacts on SPP and others.
Dispute resolution provides the potential for the parties to narrow their disagreements and
sharpen any issues that must be presented to the Commission, or indeed, to resolve the

77

Id. § 14.2.3.

78

See id. § 14.2.

79

Compare MISO’s course in 2009, when a dispute arose between MISO and PJM
Interconnection, L.L.C. (“PJM”) under their Joint Operating Agreement. In that
instance, MISO and PJM properly referred the matter to the Commission’s Office
of Dispute Resolution. See Midwest Indep. Transmission Sys. Operator, Inc.,
Order of Chief Judge Appointing Settlement Judge/Mediator and Scheduling
Settlement Conference, Docket No. ND10-1-000 (Oct. 5, 2009). Only after
MISO determined that mediation had failed to resolve the dispute did it
commence litigation before the Commission.
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matter entirely.

It also provides the opportunity, through the Office of Dispute

Resolution, for other interested parties to share their perspectives on the matters at issue.
The Commission has made clear that it expects parties meaningfully to comply with
contractual obligations to follow specified dispute resolution procedures in order that
parties and the Commission can obtain the benefits that dispute resolution provides.
Accordingly, as the Commission has ordered in other cases,80 it should dismiss
MISO’s Petition as premature and direct the parties to follow the required dispute
resolution procedures.
VI.

TO THE EXTENT THE COMMISSION ADDRESSES THE PETITION ON
THE MERITS, IT SHOULD APPLY SECTION 5.2’s PLAIN LANGUAGE
WITHOUT RESORT TO IRRELEVANT EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE OF
OTHER AGREEMENTS TO WHICH SPP IS NOT A PARTY
A.

The Plain Language Of Section 5.2 Renders It Inapplicable To
MISO’s Joint Energy Dispatch With Entergy.

“[I]t is well established that, where the terms of a contract are clear and
unambiguous, the contract must be construed according to its literal terms.”81 Here, the
unambiguous plain words of section 5.2 render the section inapplicable to Entergy’s
integration into MISO.
Section 5.2 by its plain terms applies if the two parties, MISO and SPP, have
“contract paths to the same entity.” If Entergy were a part of the MISO system, then
80

See, e.g., Madison Gas and Elec. Co., 56 FERC ¶ 61,447, at 62,579 (1991);
American Municipal Power-Ohio, Inc. v. Dayton Power and Light Co., 56 FERC
¶ 61,437, at 62,559; American Municipal Power-Ohio, Inc. v. Toledo Edison Co.,
47 FERC ¶ 61,284, at 62,004; Tex.-N.M. Power Co. v. El Paso Elec. Co., 30
FERC ¶ 61,242, at 61,482.

81

Mid-Continent Area Power Pool, 92 FERC ¶ 61,229, at 61,755 (2000); Vt. Elec.
Power Co., 132 FERC ¶ 61,068, at P 15 (2010) (“the Commission looks first to
the language of the tariff or contract itself”).
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neither MISO nor SPP would have a contract path “to” the same entity. Entergy would
now be a part of the MISO system as a whole; MISO does not have contract paths “to”
itself. Similarly, if Entergy were a part of the MISO system, SPP would no longer have a
contract path “to” Entergy. All of SPP’s existing paths to Entergy would become paths
“to” MISO. Thus, section 5.2 by its plain language would be inapplicable because MISO
and SPP would not have “contracts paths to the same entity.”
The plain and ordinary, accepted use of the term “contract path” is to refer to a
designated path over which parties engage in point-to-point transmission service
transactions.

As described in Order No. 890, “Point-to-point service consists of a

contract-path with a designated point of receipt and point of delivery.”82 In other words,
in order to conduct point-to-point transmission service transactions, the industry has
established the notion of a “contract path” to identify the route from the source to the sink
of a particular transaction.
The MISO/SPP JOA employs this usage. Confirming the parties’ intended use of
these words, the parties placed section 5.2 in a section of the JOA addressing “available
flowgate capability calculations,” the purposes of which are to forecast “transmission
capability that may be available for use by transmission customers.” Section 5 of the
JOA (“Available Flowgate Capability Calculations”), where this provision resides, is
entirely about coordinated exchanges of data to enable the parties to know how much
82

Preventing Undue Discrimination and Preference in Transmission Service, Order
No. 890, 2006-2007 FERC Stats. & Regs., Regs. Preambles ¶ 31,241, at P 1612,
order on reh’g, Order No. 890-A, 2006-2007 FERC Stats. & Regs., Regs.
Preambles ¶ 31,261 (2007), order on reh’g and clarification, Order No. 890-B,
123 FERC ¶ 61,299 (2008), order on reh’g and clarification, Order No. 890-C,
126 FERC ¶ 61,228 (2009), order on clarification, Order No. 890-D, 129 FERC
¶ 61,126 (2009).
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capacity is available for selling point-to-point transmission service and has nothing to do
with the right of a party to place energy market flows on the other party’s system.83
When the MISO energy market dispatches energy across the MISO transmission
system for use by all MISO members, it does so using the network service transmission
capability of the MISO system.

And, as the Commission said in Order No. 890,

“Network service has no identified contract-path.”84 If Entergy were a member of MISO
participating in the MISO market, it would do so via network transmission service
internal to MISO, which “has no identified contract-path.” Section 5.2’s reference to
“contract paths” is inapplicable to this market use of the transmission system.
The plain meaning of the term “contract path” as a reference to the provision of
point-to-point transmission service is confirmed by standard industry definitions of the
term. Thus, the North American Electric Reliability Council (“NERC”) in its Glossary of
Terms Used in Reliability Standards defines “contract path” as an “agreed upon electrical
path for the continuous flow of electrical power between the parties of an Interchange
Transaction.”85 An “Interchange Transaction” means “[a]n agreement to transfer energy
from a seller to a buyer that crosses one or more Balancing Authority Area boundaries.”86
In other words, it is a transfer of energy via a point-to-point transmission transaction. In
83

See, e.g., JOA § 5.1 (“The exchange of data related to calculation of AFC is
necessary to assure reliable coordination, and also to permit either Party to
determine if, due to lack of transmission capability, it must refuse a transmission
reservation in order to avoid potential overloading of facilities.”).

84

Order No. 890 at P 1612 (emphasis added).

85

See Glossary of Terms Used in NERC Reliability Standards updated March 15,
2011, available at: http://www.nerc.com/page.php?cid=2|20|283.

86

Id.
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the case of energy dispatch from the combined resources of the MISO system to the loads
within Entergy, there would be no “interchange transactions” to and from Entergy, as
Entergy would be part of the single MISO balancing authority. 87 Because the flow of
energy between MISO’s existing footprint and Entergy will not constitute the “flow of
electrical power between the parties to an Interchange Transaction,” the notion of
“contract paths” to Entergy within the meaning of section 5.2 of the JOA will be
completely inapposite to MISO’s market dispatch.
The North American Energy Standards Board (“NAESB”) similarly defines
“contract path” as “[a] predetermined Transmission Service electrical path between
contiguous Transmission Service Providers established for scheduling and commercial
settlement purposes that represents the continuous flow of electrical energy between the
parties to a transaction.”88 A contract path is “between contiguous Transmission Service
Providers.” It is a path for energy flow “between the parties to a transaction.” Here, if
Entergy joins MISO, there will be no “transactions” between MISO and Entergy; rather,
Entergy will be a part of MISO’s single system dispatch. And, there will be only a single
Transmission Provider – MISO. The notion of a contract path “between contiguous
Transmission Service Providers” would be inapplicable to MISO’s market dispatch to
serve Entergy loads.
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MISO established a single balancing authority in 2008. Midwest Indep.
Transmission Sys. Operator, Inc., 122 FERC ¶ 61,172, at P 471 (2008).

88

NAESB Wholesale Electric Quadrant Business Practices Standards Version
002.1, Definition of Terms section (booklet dated March 11, 2009 with minor
corrections applied through December 14, 2009): 008-010.
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MISO’s own business practices distinguish between flow based services and
contract path services. MISO applies “contract path” principles only in the context of
transactions involving “non-Midwest ISO, External BA Areas that are first-tier BA Areas
with physical connections to the Midwest ISO.”89 Once Entergy joins MISO, it will no
longer be a “non-Midwest ISO, External BA Area.” MISO should not be heard to argue
that the reference in section 5.2 of the JOA to “contract paths” differs from its own usage
of that term in its business practices.90
Today, using section 5.2 of the JOA, the parties can engage in contract path pointto-point transactions, for example, from MISO to Entergy (two separate transmission
providers and two separate balancing authorities) and from SPP to Entergy (two separate
transmission providers), using the AFC that the two parties have to Entergy. These pointto-point transactions from MISO and SPP to other entities use MISO’s and SPP’s
“contract paths” to these entities. Section 5.2 applies to these transactions and enables
the parties to schedule to other entities outside the borders of MISO and SPP using the
transfer capability of both MISO and SPP. While transmission usage under this modest

89

MISO Business Practices Manual for Module B of the Open Access Transmission
Energy and Operating Reserves Tariff § 4.3.

90

MISO makes much of the parties’ failure to use the term “Third Party” rather than
“entity” in section 5.2 in its effort to apply section 5.2 to internal MISO market
transfers to loads. Petition at 12-13. But, as MISO states, the wording of the
provision came from MISO’s agreement with PJM, and that agreement, which
also uses the word “entity,” when it was originally submitted to FERC did not
contain the defined term “Third Party.” See originally filed JOA in Docket
ER04-375, Definitions (no definition of “Third Party”), and section 6.5 (Sharing
Contract Path Capacity), which in several places references “contract path
capacity to the same entity.” The failure of the parties to use the later-defined
term “Third Party” in the JOA has no significance to the interpretation of this
provision.
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accommodation occurs from time to time, it is relatively insubstantial. In fact, MISO
references only a single occasion that the parties made use of this provision in the past
seven years.91
That section 5.2 was not intended to be applicable to allow MISO to engage in the
far greater usage of SPP’s system to share energy with Entergy through a dispatch of the
MISO market is self-evident from simply looking at a map. MISO would integrate
Entergy through a single 1,000 MW interconnection at the southern tip of the existing
MISO system, connecting to the northern tip of Entergy. Yet, just glancing at a map
shows that massive flows of energy would physically take place on the SPP system (as
well as the TVA system), which lies between MISO’s existing system and Entergy,
particularly in view of the 14,000 MW of interconnections between SPP and Entergy. As
noted, although more study work needs to be done, SPP’s preliminary evaluation shows
that approximately 30 percent of every energy transfer from the existing MISO footprint
to Entergy load would traverse the SPP transmission system.92
Most importantly, it could not possibly have been contemplated when the parties
entered the JOA seven years ago that they agreed to this usage of SPP’s system. At the
time, 75 percent of the current approximately 6500 megawatts of MISO/SPP
interconnection capacity did not even exist. Nearly 5,000 megawatts of the capacity that
is present today between the MISO and SPP systems exists only because several
Nebraska utilities joined SPP, and MidAmerican joined MISO, years after the JOA was
executed. And, of course, at the time of the JOA, there obviously was no indication
91

MISO Petition, Malinger Affidavit ¶ 13.

92

Monroe Affidavit ¶ 22.
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whatsoever that Entergy would be a part of the MISO system. That prospect could not
possibly have been in the minds of those who negotiated the JOA.
Contracts may not be read to produce absurd results.93 It would be ludicrous to
believe that SPP agreed to this massive use of its system when it signed the JOA, usage
which is inconsistent with the common industry understanding of the words of the JOA
and remained dormant for seven years, and that now, under MISO’s interpretation, can be
thrust upon SPP without any discussion.
B.

Extrinsic Evidence Regarding The MISO/PJM JOA Upon Which
MISO Relies Cannot Be Used To Determine The Intentions Of SPP,
Which Is Not A Party To That Agreement And Was Not Involved In
Its Negotiation.

To the extent a contract is not clear on its face, the Commission may rely on
extrinsic evidence of the parties’ intentions, but that evidence must bear on the mutual
intent of the parties to the actual contract at issue.94 While MISO makes much of the use
in the MISO/PJM JOA of words similar to those in section 5.2, SPP was not a party to the
negotiations between MISO and PJM, 95 and extrinsic evidence of their intentions is
93

See Beanstalk Group, Inc. v. AM General Corp., 283 F.3d 856, 860 (7th. Cir.
2002) (“a contract will not be interpreted literally if doing so would produce
absurd results, in the sense of results that the parties, presumed to be rational
persons pursuing rational ends, are very unlikely to have agreed to seek.”); U.S. v.
Irvine, 756 F.2d 708, 710-11 (9th Cir. 1985) (“The language of the contract is to
be read as a whole and given a reasonable interpretation, not an interpretation that
would produce absurd results.”) (citations omitted).

94

See Mid-Continent Area Power Pool, 92 FERC ¶ 61,229, at 61,755 (2000)
(“Extrinsic evidence (which may include the parties’ course of performance) is
admissible to ascertain the intent of the parties when that intent has been
imperfectly expressed in ambiguous contract language, but is not admissible
either to contradict or to alter express terms.”) (emphasis added) (citations
omitted).

95

Monroe Affidavit ¶ 16.
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irrelevant to interpreting the meeting of the minds that formed the MISO/SPP JOA. In
fact, as the court of appeals for the Fifth Circuit noted regarding contract interpretation,
because a contract clause’s meaning “depends on the contracting parties’ intentions,
which in turn depends on the circumstances of its execution, identical language in
different contracts could be interpreted to have different meanings.”96
The MISO/PJM and MISO/SPP agreements are not the same. The transmission
sharing provision of the MISO/PJM JOA is contained in the section of that JOA dealing
with the “reciprocal coordination” of the uses of each other’s systems,97 while, in
contrast, in the MISO/SPP JOA, section 5.2 is contained in the section of the JOA
concerning the coordination of the parties’ sales of point-to-point transmission service.98
SPP’s interpretation of section 5.2 is fully consistent with its placement in the JOA
section concerning coordination of point-to-point transmission service.
The situation that MISO and SPP confronted when they entered the JOA was
much different than MISO and PJM, where the systems were heavily intertwined and the
two parties mutually benefited from the use of each others’ systems. MISO and PJM
each had remote, weakly interconnected transmission owners integrating with their
systems (ComEd was remote from PJM; MISO’s Michigan utilities were remote from
MISO). That situation bears no resemblance to the circumstances that MISO and SPP
faced. There were no weakly connected portions of either MISO or SPP that were being
addressed through the JOA at the time of its negotiation. Moreover, with the addition of
96

Penzoil Co. v. FERC, 645 F.2d 360, 386 (5th Cir. 1981) (emphasis added).

97

See MISO/PJM JOA, Art. VI (Reciprocal Coordination of Flowgates).

98

See supra at 37-38.
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Entergy, the MISO/SPP situation still would not in any sense be the same as the
MISO/PJM situation that necessitated their mutual need to share capacity.

While

Entergy’s 22,000-megawatt remote system would benefit from sharing SPP’s capacity
cost-free, SPP has no weak interconnections to its members that would benefit from
SPP’s use of MISO’s system. Unlike the MISO/PJM situation where both parties were
integrating remote parts of their systems, if section 5.2 were interpreted as MISO
contemplates, there would be no balance of benefits to MISO and SPP arising from the
joint usage of capacity that MISO claims should be allowed.
In any event, the very MISO/PJM filing upon which MISO relies when it recites
the history of the MISO/PJM JOA and argues that the history dictates that it may share
SPP capacity for free, to the contrary states expressly that “[t]he JOA does not address
whether the transmission owners should compensate one another for any transmission
line use related to loop flows.”99 The breadth of the sharing of capacity that MISO
attributes to this provision did not address all aspects of compensation, even in the PJM
case.
Nor does the history of the MISO/SPP negotiations that MISO cites support
MISO’s interpretation of section 5.2 of the JOA. While FERC ordered SPP and MISO to
adopt arrangements similar to the MISO/PJM arrangements, MISO admits that the focus
of the parties’ dispute over the JOA was not about section 5.2, but rather was about
whether to include a congestion management process in the JOA similar to what MISO
and PJM had. As MISO states, “the chief difference between the two versions [of the
parties’ drafts of a JOA] was the lack of a Congestion Management Process (CMP)
99

MISO/PJM JOA Filing at 24.
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protocol.”100 Section 5.2 was never the subject of any focused discussions between the
parties (and MISO cites no such discussions), and the Commission never ordered the
parties to address the matters covered by section 5.2 in any particular way (and MISO
cites no such Commission direction), particularly in a way that would enable
uncompensated use of the SPP system.
As MISO openly concedes, what the Commission actually said at the time was
that “[w]e do not require that all RTOs necessarily must have a uniform practice, but the
RTO reliability and market interface practices must be compatible.”101 MISO’s
contentions here are not about the development of compatible reliability and interface
practices; they are about free usage of SPP’s transmission facilities. The Commission’s
intentions regarding the adoption of a JOA were not ambiguous. They were spelled out
in significant detail. As to reliability practices, the Commission said that it expected
“coordination of reliability practices and sharing of reliability data . . . , including
procedures that address parallel path flows [and] ancillary service standards.”102 As to
market practices, the Commission said that it expected “some level of standardization of
inter-regional market standards and practices, including the coordination and sharing of
data necessary for calculation of TTC and ATC, transmission reservation practices,
scheduling practices, and congestion management procedures.”103 In a subsequent order
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MISO Petition at 18.

101

Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 106 FERC ¶ 61,110, at P 202 (2004); MISO Petition at
18 n.61.

102

Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 106 FERC ¶ 61,110, at P 203 (emphasis added).

103

Id. (emphasis added).
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regarding the matter, the Commission provided even more detailed direction, instructing
the parties to: ensure consistency of AFC and ATC calculations; develop consistent
treatments of TRM and CBM; provide details of procedures regarding the type, and
timing, of information exchange regarding these values; adopt procedures for
coordinating emergencies and restorations; and provide details on notification and
coordination of outages affecting inter-RTO transfer capability. 104

All of this was

accomplished in the JOA. But, as is apparent, none of these directions in any way
suggested, no less dictated, that the parties had to share transmission capacity without
compensation.
Thus, when section 5.2 was placed in the JOA, SPP had no understanding that it
had just agreed to the vast uncompensated use of its transmission system that MISO
alleges may now occur.

To the contrary, SPP had internal discussions about the

provision and understood it to provide for sharing of contract path capacity for purposes
of point-to-point transactions to third parties interconnected with both MISO and SPP.105
That understanding is consistent with the ordinary usage of the term “contract path,” as
discussed in detail above. There is simply no evidence of a meeting of the minds on the
extensive uncompensated transmission usage that MISO contends is available under the
JOA.106
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Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 108 FERC ¶ 61,003, at P 53 (2004).

105

Monroe Affidavit ¶ 15.
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As MISO notes repeatedly, it supplied the words for section 5.2, based on
language it had used elsewhere. The Commission, therefore, must interpret the
words against MISO if there are alternative readings of them. See Ohio Power
Co. v. FERC, 744 F.2d 162, 168 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (“in choosing among reasonable
meanings of a contract, the meaning which operates against the drafter is to be
(continued. . .)
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SPP is not the only MISO counterparty that disagrees with the expansive view of
the section 5.2 language that MISO attributes to it. Tennessee Valley Authority (“TVA”)
has a seams agreement with MISO containing similar language, and MISO and TVA
dispute the meaning of the language. TVA believes that the similar language in its seams
agreement with MISO does “not allow sharing in the manner contemplated by MISO and
that TVA would need to be compensated for the use of its transmission system.”107 As a
result of their dispute, MISO terminated the seams agreement.
Basin Electric Power Cooperative, Western Area Power Administration, and
Heartland Consumers Power District (collectively the “IS Parties”) also disagree that
MISO should be able to add this type of language to its seams arrangements with them, if
it has the meaning that MISO alleges here.108 The IS Parties, too, have given notice of
termination of their seams arrangements with MISO in light of MISO’s proposal to
incorporate this language into those arrangements.109
(. . . continued)
preferred.”); Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 206 (“In choosing among the
reasonable meanings of a promise or agreement or a term thereof, that meaning is
generally preferred which operates against the party who supplies the words . . .”).
107

Tennessee Valley Authority’s Motion for Leave to Intervene, Docket No. ER113281-000, at 3 (Apr. 21, 2011).

108

Protest of Basin Electric Power Cooperative, Western Area Power Administration
and Heartland Consumers Power District, Docket No. ER11-3281-000, (May 2,
2011).

109

Even Entergy is cautious about its reading of section 5.2 of the JOA, having
calculated the benefits of its joining MISO with the assumption that SPP would
be paid for the use of its system. See Electric Power Daily, Apr. 26, 2011, at 6
(quoting Entergy’s Vice President of Strategic Initiatives) (“Entergy based its
analysis on the assumption that FERC would side with SPP, which would mean
Entergy would have to shoulder some of the costs associated with compensating
SPP for power flowing through its system.”).
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While FERC requires seams coordination, it does not demand that parties allow
uncompensated use of their transmission facilities. Although SPP has seams agreements
with several neighboring systems, it has no arrangements with any of its neighbors to use
transmission capacity without compensation. 110 As far as SPP is aware, no FERC order
has ever directed that SPP share transmission capacity without compensation.
VII.

IN ANY EVENT, REGARDLESS OF ITS DECISIONS HERE, THE
COMMISSION SHOULD NOT PREMATURELY DECLARE THAT
SECTION 5.2 WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT AFTER THE PARTIES’
REQUIRED RENEGOTIATION, WHEN THAT RENEGOTIATION
PROCESS HAS NOT EVEN BEGUN
Although MISO focuses on the interpretation of section 5.2 in the current JOA,

when it comes to its prayer for relief, it asks the Commission to declare that section 5.2 of
the JOA “will remain in effect and applicable” if Entergy joins MISO.
MISO has not put forth any argument why the Commission should declare the
parties’ rights under a provision that by the JOA’s very terms requires renegotiation in
these circumstances, when the parties have not even commenced negotiations.

As

discussed above, there are numerous matters that the parties must address to reach a
comprehensive agreement as to how Entergy may be integrated into MISO using SPP
facilities. As SPP has repeatedly indicated to MISO, SPP is prepared to engage in those
negotiations with a goal of permitting usage of SPP’s system upon proper terms and
conditions and with appropriate compensation. But there is no basis for the Commission
to declare at the outset of this renegotiation process that section 5.2 “will remain in effect
and applicable” regardless of the renegotiation outcome. There is simply no basis for the
Commission to declare any rights and obligations of the parties before the parties have
110

Monroe Affidavit ¶ 19.
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had any discussions about these matters, without the benefit of the other revisions to the
JOA that may be made and the resulting context of any continuing applicability of section
5.2 of the JOA.
VIII. CONCLUSION
For all of the foregoing reasons, the Commission should dismiss the Petition. It
should direct the parties to fulfill their contractual obligation to renegotiate the terms of
the JOA; direct MISO to follow the compulsory dispute resolution process set forth in the
JOA; and order that the parties include interested third parties in the required discussions
of the seams arrangements to be in place if Entergy joins MISO.
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Exhibit A

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
Midwest Independent Transmission
System Operator, Inc.

)
)

Docket No. EL11-34-000

AFFIDAVIT OF CARL A. MONROE
ON BEHALF OF
SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC.

I.

BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS
1.

My name is Carl A. Monroe. I am employed by Southwest Power Pool,

Inc. (“SPP”) as Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer. My business
address is 415 N. McKinley, Suite 140, Little Rock, AR 72205.
2.

I am responsible for the implementation and management of a regional

operations center (including oversight of engineering, information technology and
security operation), for regional transmission tariff administration for the SPP Open
Access Transmission Tariff, for transmission planning, and for the development, analysis,
and operation of all markets. Among other things, these duties include responsibility for
the negotiation and implementation of seams agreements with neighboring utility
systems, including the Joint Operating Agreement (“JOA”) between Midwest
Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc. (“MISO”) and SPP. I was actively
involved in the negotiation of the JOA between MISO and SPP.
3.

I earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Electrical Engineering from Auburn

University. Prior to being named Executive Vice President and COO of SPP, I served as
SPP’s Executive Vice President of Operations and, before that, as Director of Operations

and Manager of Information Technology. I am a professional engineer registered in the
State of Missouri.
4.

The purpose of my affidavit is to support SPP’s Protest to the Petition for

Declaratory Order (“Petition”) filed by MISO in this docket.
II.

ACCOUNT OF THE LIMITED DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN MISO AND
SPP REGARDING THE ISSUES RAISED IN MISO’S PETITION
5.

The short history of how MISO pursued this matter before filing its

Petition with the Commission is reflected in significant part in the four pieces of
correspondence between MISO and SPP attached to the MISO Petition. (See MISO
Petition, Exhibits H, I, J, K.) These documents speak for themselves, and I will not
attempt to repeat their import here. Suffice it to say that MISO, through two letters to
SPP, pressed to avoid any discussions between the parties about the availability of the
JOA to integrate Entergy Corporation operating companies into MISO and sought instead
to obtain SPP’s agreement simply to present the pending matter to the Commission to
resolve. SPP encouraged discussions between the parties to address these matters, as
required by the JOA.
6.

Ultimately, two months after its first letter to SPP, MISO agreed to a

single teleconference meeting of the Seams Administration Coordination Committee
(“SACC”) under the JOA. This teleconference was held on March 11, 2011, and lasted
an hour and a half. At the conclusion of the meeting, MISO agreed to provide SPP with
information on how potential new market-to-market provisions of the JOA could solve
SPP’s concerns. SPP agreed to provide a detailed position paper regarding its concerns.
7.

Despite these agreements, a week and a half later, during a lunch break

conversation between a MISO employee and an SPP employee who were both attending

2

a scheduled meeting of the Arkansas Public Service Commission taking place in Little
Rock, MISO changed course. Even though the parties had only met once for an hour and
a half to discuss their concerns and had yet to exchange the information agreed upon at
the SACC meeting, MISO proposed to SPP that the parties sign a Memorandum of
Understanding (“MOU”) agreeing to the meaning of section 5.2 of the JOA, as
interpreted by MISO, and proposed that the parties issue a joint press release about it.
8.

MISO shortly thereafter provided a draft of an MOU to SPP. On April 7,

SPP responded to MISO’s proposal by providing a revised draft of that MOU that, among
other things, reflected the parties’ obligations under the JOA to negotiate. SPP’s draft of
the MOU is attached as Exhibit C to SPP’s Protest. The SPP draft MOU recited that the
parties recognized that they were required “to attempt in good faith to achieve consensus”
and “to use reasonable efforts through good faith discussion and negotiation to avoid and
resolve all disputes.” It further recited that, in response to changed circumstances, the
JOA required the parties “to review and as appropriate revise the requirements stated in
the JOA . . . , including deleting, adding, or revising requirements and protocols.” It
further acknowledged that the JOA requires each party “to negotiate in good faith in
response to such revisions the other Party may propose.” The SPP draft MOU went on to
acknowledge the parties’ disagreement about the sharing of capacity and stated that if
other issues could be resolved, “then an appropriate sharing of transmission capacity may
be able to be negotiated to integrate the Entergy operating companies.” The SPP draft
MOU committed the parties to negotiate revisions to address congestion management, to
address the sharing of costs of facilities already planned by both parties, and to address
cost sharing of any new transmission upgrades needed for an Entergy integration. The
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SPP draft MOU committed the parties to meet within 30 days and establish milestones
for the negotiation.
9.

Within hours of SPP presenting its draft MOU, MISO responded by email

that “[w]e seem to be at a point where it is best to defer further work on an MOU until
after FERC resolves the Section 5.2 interpretation issue.” A copy of MISO’s email is
attached to the SPP Protest as Exhibit D.
10.

In response to MISO’s hasty response, SPP’s President immediately

disagreed with MISO’s position that the parties should abandon discussions simply
because they had different positions on the interpretation of section 5.2. SPP’s President
emphasized that it was “not the good faith negotiation that the JOA requires to insist that
SPP must accept MISO’s interpretation of section 5.2 as a precondition” of discussions
and that, “[f]or its part, SPP proposed that if other matters could be resolved
satisfactorily, then sharing of capacity under section 5.2 or otherwise also might be able
to be resolved.” He suggested that if MISO preferred to address the parties’ differing
views in another “manner consistent with the JOA,” such as using “the formal dispute
resolution procedures of the JOA,” then MISO should let SPP know. A copy of SPP’s
President’s response to MISO is attached to the SPP Protest as Exhibit E.
11.

Without waiting for or acknowledging SPP’s President’s response, MISO

the same day filed its petition with the Commission. Although the JOA requires the
parties “to use reasonable efforts through good faith discussion and negotiation to avoid
and resolve all disputes,” MISO filed its Petition after only a single teleconference
meeting. Although the JOA requires the parties’ Presidents to meet when disputes cannot
be resolved, MISO filed its Petition without even proposing that the parties’ Presidents
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meet. Although the JOA requires mediation of disputes, MISO filed is Petition without
there having been any mediation.
III.

NEGOTIATION OF THE JOA AND THE MEANING OF SECTION 5.2
12.

MISO is interconnected with Entergy only via an Interchange Agreement

governing the shared use of a single transmission line and a set of transformers between
the systems of Ameren Corporation (“Ameren”), a MISO transmission owner, Associated
Electric Cooperative, Inc. (“AECI”), and Entergy. As a result solely of this Interchange
Agreement, MISO currently has the right to use 1,000 megawatts of the capacity of these
facilities to reach Entergy. It proposes to integrate the 22,000-megawatt Entergy system
into MISO through extensive new and never contemplated use of the SPP system, which
has 14,100 megawatts of interconnections with Entergy.
13.

At the time of the execution of the JOA, SPP had no intention or idea

whatsoever of allowing MISO to integrate a distant, large utility system like Entergy’s
using SPP’s transmission capacity and interconnections to that distant system. In fact, at
the time of the execution of the JOA, MISO had only approximately 1,600 megawatts of
interconnections with SPP. The current, approximately 4,900 megawatts of additional
capacity between MISO and SPP exists only because of the subsequent addition of
Nebraska utilities to SPP and the addition of MidAmerican Energy to MISO, which
occurred years after the JOA was executed.

Quite obviously, SPP could not have

expected thousands of megawatts of energy from MISO market flows to traverse the SPP
system based on the signing of the JOA, when there was only a limited 1,600 megawatt
interconnection with MISO at the time. Of course, as is also quite obvious, no one had in
mind the addition of the 22,000 megawatt Entergy system to MISO at the time of the
execution of the JOA.
5

14.

MISO cites to section 5.2 of the JOA as permitting the use of the SPP

system to integrate Entergy. It provides:
If the Parties have contract paths to the same entity, the
combined contract path capacity will be made available for
use by both Parties. This will not create new contract paths
for either Party that did not previously exist. SPP will not
be able to deal directly with companies with which it does
not physically or contractually interconnect and the
Midwest ISO will not be able to deal directly with
companies with which it does not physically or
contractually interconnect.
15.

Aside from the integration of a system like Entergy into MISO being

nowhere on anyone’s mind at the time of the execution of the JOA, section 5.2 did not
have the broad meaning to SPP that MISO now attributes to it. At the time, we had
internal discussions at SPP about the words used in section 5.2, and we believed that its
reference to “contract paths” from MISO and SPP to other entities was a reference to the
ability to conduct point-to-point transmission transactions to and from third-party systems
that were not a part of either MISO or SPP. We discussed internally that this provision
would enable the parties to base transmission reservations to third-party systems on the
physical flow limitations of the MISO and SPP systems, rather than the individual
contract path limit of a party. We certainly had no idea that MISO meant the provision to
have the broad meaning it now attributes to it that would enable MISO to freely use
SPP’s capacity to operate a market including both MISO’s existing system and a large
new member like Entergy.
16.

MISO recites its arrangements for implementing similar words of the JOA

between MISO and PJM. I cannot speak to that agreement. SPP was not a party to the
negotiations between MISO and PJM, nor was it involved in any decisions between

6

MISO and PJM about how to implement their agreement. Having not been privy to those
discussions, they did not contribute to SPP’s understanding of section 5.2.
17.

MISO notes that the Commission directed MISO and SPP to enter a JOA

similar to the MISO-PJM JOA. However, as far as SPP was ever made aware, the
Commission’s focus was about the parties’ failure to include a congestion management
process (“CMP”) in the JOA similar to what MISO and PJM had. The Commission
specifically referenced the CMP in its orders. As far as I am aware, it never referenced
the matters covered in section 5.2 of the JOA. SPP does not recall any conversations
with MISO that indicated that MISO intended this provision to enable a party’s market to
use the other party’s transmission capacity to reach the internal loads of a distant member
that lacked adequate interconnections with the market. If the provision was discussed at
all, it was at most in passing and not with the focus that MISO now places on the
provision.
18.

The Commission’s intentions regarding the JOA were spelled out in

significant detail in its orders. As to reliability practices, the Commission said that it
expected “coordination of reliability practices and sharing of reliability data . . . ,
including procedures that address parallel path flows [and] ancillary service standards.”1
As to market practices, the Commission said that it expected “some level of
standardization of inter-regional market standards and practices, including the
coordination and sharing of data necessary for calculation of TTC and ATC, transmission
reservation practices, scheduling practices, and congestion management procedures.”2 In
1

Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 106 FERC ¶ 61,110, at P 203 (2004).

2

Id.
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a subsequent order, the Commission provided even more detailed direction, instructing
the parties to: ensure consistency of AFC and ATC calculations; develop consistent
treatments of TRM and CBM; provide details of procedures regarding the type, and
timing, of information exchange regarding these values; adopt procedures for
coordinating emergencies and restorations; and provide details on notification and
coordination of outages affecting inter-RTO transfer capability.3

All of this was

accomplished in the JOA. But, none of these directions in any way suggested to SPP that
the parties had to share transmission capacity without compensation, as MISO now
contends.
19.

Although SPP has seams agreements with several neighboring systems, it

has no arrangements with any of its neighbors to use transmission capacity without
compensation. As far as SPP is aware, no FERC order has ever directed that SPP share
transmission capacity without compensation.
IV.

NEED FOR RENEGOTIATION OF THE JOA
20.

SPP has informed MISO that it believes the JOA needs to be renegotiated

to address numerous matters arising from the integration of Entergy into MISO. (See
MISO Petition, Exhibit F at 4-6; SPP Protest, Exhibit C at 2-3.) These include:
–

Compensation for the use of facilities already in service as well as planned

for the SPP system for the benefit of SPP members, including the billions of dollars of

3

Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 108 FERC ¶ 61,003, at P 53 (2004).
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transmission additions recently added to the Southwest Power Pool Transmission
Expansion Plan.4
–

The need for joint planning, the potential construction of additional

facilities to enable the Entergy integration, and agreement to share the costs of upgrades
on the basis of the benefits expected to be received.
–

Revisions to the JOA to address congestion management in the face of the

expanded use of the SPP system by MISO.
–

Revisions to reflect how operations would continue during outages of the

Interchange Agreement facilities, as well as conditions regarding what happens if
Ameren were to withdraw from MISO, which could affect the usage of the Interchange
Agreement facilities, or if the Interchange Agreement is terminated, inasmuch as it
expires in 2013 and I understand that the parties have not reached agreement on its
extension. (See SPP Protest, Exhibit C at 3-4.)
21.

There can be little doubt that flows on SPP’s system with the addition of

Entergy to MISO will be vastly different than what was contemplated at the time of the
execution of the JOA.

While there were only 1,600 megawatts of MISO-SPP

interconnection capacity when the JOA was signed, as a result of the addition of
Nebraska utilities to SPP and MidAmerican Energy to MISO in 2009, there are now
4,900 additional megawatts of interconnection capacity between the parties. As a result
of these additions and the proposed integration of Entergy into MISO, any dispatch of the
MISO market to include Entergy’s generation and 22,000-megawatt Entergy load will
4

SPP has issued Notices to Construct under its STEP for 358 upgrades, including
devices, which have yet to be completed by the constructing transmission owners,
having a total current estimated cost of $4,208,553,570.
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place vastly different flows on SPP’s system than were contemplated at the time of the
execution of the JOA.
22.

Based on an evaluation of a representative snapshot of the transmission

grid, SPP preliminarily estimates that when MISO dispatches energy from the existing
MISO footprint to serve the Entergy system load, approximately only 8 percent of that
energy today will flow over the Interchange Agreement facilities from Ameren to
Entergy, while the rest will flow over other parties’ systems, including 30 percent
flowing over the SPP transmission system.5

Another estimated 42 percent of the

dispatched energy will flow over TVA’s system (and a quarter of this also will flow over
the Southern Companies’ system), and 17 percent over AECI’s facilities.6 Of course,
when the single interconnection between MISO and Entergy is out of service, 100 percent
of the MISO market energy flows to Entergy will use SPP and other systems. While
much work still needs to be done by the parties to quantify the flows more precisely and

5

As a Reliability Coordinator in the Eastern Interconnect, SPP uses the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”) Interchange Distribution
Calculator (“IDC”) Application hosted and maintained by OATI to call
Transmission Loading Relief (“TLR”) events if necessary to mitigate congestion
on the Bulk Electric System. Because this tool has the entire Eastern Interconnect
transmission system modeled, it is capable of calculating the impact of any
transaction on the transmission system between two areas. SPP used the NERC
IDC tool to calculate the impact of a 100 megawatt transaction from MISO to
Entergy. About 75 percent of the interconnection capacity between MISO and
SPP is north of the Kansas City area and increases in transfers from MISO to
Entergy would increase congestion management issues in that constrained area of
SPP’ system. Because of the current constraints in the northeast part of the SPP
system between Cooper and St. Joe, SPP selected those lines as representative of
the impact on the SPP system.

6

See SPP Protest, Exhibit F. In contrast, based on our preliminary evaluation, if
Entergy were part of SPP’s market, a mere 3 percent of energy dispatched from
the existing SPP region to serve Entergy load would flow over MISO facilities.
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establish arrangements to handle the resulting flows, there is little doubt that the changes
in power flows are quite consequential.
23.

This concludes my affidavit.

11
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1
2
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I N THE MATTER OF A SHOW CAUSE
ORDER DIRECTED TO ENTERGY
ARKANSAS, INC. REGARDING ITS
CONTINUED MEMBERSHIP IN THE
CURRENT ENTERGY SYSTEM AGREEMENT,
OR ANY SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT
THERETO, AND REGARDING THE FUTURE
OPERATION AND CONTROL OF I T S
TRANSMISSION ASSETS

DOCKET NO. 10-011-U
ORDER NO. 19
VOLUME I1

7

8

BEFORE:

9
PAUL SWSKIE, Chairman
10

COLETTE D. HONORABLE, Commissioner
OLAN W. REEVES, Commissioner

11

12
13
14

15
16

I

17

18

19
20
21
22
23

24

25

THE ABOVE-STYLED MATTER came on for h e a r i n g before
G a r o l d W. Pritsch, Certified Court Reporter, LS
C e r t i f i c a t e No. 329, a Notary Public in a n d f o r Garland
C o u n t y , Arkansas, in Hearing R o o m Number 1 at t h e

Arkansas Public S e r v i c e Commission, 1000 Center S t r e e t ,
Little Rock, Arkansas on September 14th, 2010 commencin
a t 9:09 a.m. a s Eollows:
GAROLD W. PRITSCH
BUSHMAN COURT REPORTING
(501) 372-5115
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.

1

t h e Midwest IS0 w i t h only about a 2 1 5 m e g a w a t t contract

2

p a t h , but, a g a i n , those c o n t r a c t provisions allow

3

thousands of megawatts to flow north and s o u t h between

4

M i c h i g a n and t h e main body of Midwest I S 0 on a d a i l y

5

basis.

6

sees from a n operational perspective, b u t this is a

7

normal course of business t y p e of operation in both of

8

these instances.

It's j u s t a

--

J o e can t a l k about t h e

--

what he

And we s e e in Entergy, Entergy Arkansas or Entergy

9

whole, very similar situation.

There's c u r r e n t l y a

10

as a

11

t h o u s a n d MVA p a t h

--

12

t h e Midwest ISO.

We've l o o k e d at t h e contract path

13

sharing that would go on between us a n d S P P , a s well a s

14

t h e flows that can actually physically occur over those,

15

and based on o u r early modeling, we believe there's well

16

over 4,000 megawatts of flow capability between o u r

17

system and t h e E n t e r g y system.

18

f o r t h a t path to g e t stronger as transmission

19

construction and transmission planning looked at what

20

needed to be strengthened for t h o s e north/south flows.

21

contract p a t h between Entergy a n d

W e would expect over t i m e

Yes, sir.

MR. BITTLE:

22

Ricky B i t t l e with A r k a n s a s

Would you explain t h a t ?

I mean,

23

Electric Co-op.

24

basically, from a physical standpoint, it appears that

25

you're saying t h a t even though E n t e r g y h a s g o t a thousand
GAROLD W. PRITSCH
3USHMAN COURT REPORTING
(501) 372-5115
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1

allows t h e parties t o u s e it u n d e r m a r k e t flow.

2

to g o through t h a t discussion to understand w h e t h e r that

3

is allowed under the contract or not.

MR. SCHUG:

4
5

MR. K O Z E Y :

W e l l , we t h i n k we know where

t h e outcome is, but C a r l and I don't have to d e b a t e .

a
9

Steve, do you want to

address t h a t a t a l l ?

6
7

Okay.

W e have

MR. SCHUG:
that d e b a t e here s o

10

--

Yeah, we don't have to have

noted.

This is T e r r i Gallup with

MS. GALLUP:

Just to add on t o t h a t discussion and t h e next

11

AEP.

12

slide where you h a d the 4,000 megawatts, e a r l i e r you said

13

your agreements with S P P s a y s t h e p a t h s a r e available f o r

14

both parties, but if this were used t o i n t e g r a t e Arkansas

15

or Entergy A r k a n s a s , wouldn't that be j u s t taken up by

16

t h e i r u s e to t r y to connect to M I S O t o get t h e b e n e f i t s

17

of t h e MISO market and S P P members w o u l d no l o n g e r have

18

t h a t capability?

MR. SCHUG:

19

The answer is, y e s I

t h a t would

20

be used f o r t h a t flow, j u s t l i k e it is in those t w o cases

21

we have now,

22

that operates t h e other w a y I a n d SPP would be utilizing

23

it, would be utilizing Midwest IS0 c o n t r a c t path f o r t h e

24

b e n e f i t of t h e i r membership.

25

and in t h e f u t u r e , t h e r e may well be a case

Y e s r sir.

GAROLD W. PRITSCH
BUSHMAN COURT REPORTING
(501) 372-5115

1
1
2
3

E-RSC MEETING

4
5
6
7

Meeting held at The Sheraton

8

Hotel, 500 Canal Street, New Orleans,

9

Louisiana, 70130, commencing at 9:12 a.m.,

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

on Thursday, the 9th of September, 2010.
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1

they choose to look to the midwest ISO.

2

There's about a 1,000-megawatt physical

3

path.

4

4,000 megawatts of capability.

5

most of the economics of joining the

6

market is inside that plus or minus

7

4,000 megawatts capability, so we think

8

that it is technically feasible, should

9

they include, it would be a good idea for

10

There's on the order of
The --

them.

11

So on to slide 6.

12

Talk a little bit about QFs.

13

read this slide this morning, doing my

14

homework, and I recognized that there's a

15

lot of words here, but it doesn't say

16

anything.

17

little bit.

18

I

So I'll attempt to embellish a

Inside an organized market, for

19

new qualifying facilities, there's a

20

possibility upon request that a utility

21

gets an exemption from those QF rules

22

because the QF can sell right into the

23

transparent wholesale market.

24

for a going-forward kind of relationship

25

that the QFs upon request essentially

So that's
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1

of these questions.

2

that, too.

3

So we're happy to do

MR. MONROE:

4

President, I'd like to -- this

5

is Carl Monroe -- I'd like to ask:

6

it be okay, Clair, if you could clarify

7

where that 4,000 comes from?

8

think that 4,000 -- we can't come up with

9

that value through either using contract

10

path.

11

analysis to come up with that.

12

Would

Because I

I know we haven't done the transfer

MR. MOELLER:

13

Yeah.

It was a transfer

14

analysis; it wasn't a contract path.

15

was based on the flowgate representations

16

in our pro mod production cost models and

17

what those limits are that I presume we

18

share.

19

22

I'll need a contact, then, from
y'all's to discuss that.
MR. MOELLER:

23
24
25

I think you guys use that same --

MR. MONROE:

20
21

It

Yeah.
the guy.
MR. MONROE:

John Longhern would be
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1

Okay.

Yeah.

I think there is

2

a -- there's probably a difference in the

3

way that we interpret the things that are

4

in that joint operating agreement.

5

part of the issue that we would have is

6

that those -- that portion of the joint

7

operating agreement really deals with new

8

transmission service, how you allocate new

9

transmission service, that those

And

10

facilities are available, as long as

11

they're available for new transmission

12

service.

13

with MISO whether that would be an

14

applicable way of using it when you're

15

integrating a new member, particularly

16

because that -- it does impact a

17

significant amount of our system, and I'm

18

sure AECI would have something to say

19

about the use of their system to do the

20

transfers between the two.

21

And we would have to discuss

And, also, you have to recognize

22

that there are a significant amount of

23

grandfathered transactions that go across

24

that interfa -- just that particular

25

interface in and of itself where the
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1

limitation on that transfer may be already

2

taken up by existing transmission service

3

that has to be maintained through the --

4

that transition of integration.

5

need to have more discussion around

6

whether, first of all, that joint

7

operating agreement really supports this

8

type of use of the SPP facilities and the

9

AECI facilities and then also, you know,

So we

10

how we would go about representing the

11

existing transmission service that is used

12

over that facility.

13
14

MR. MOELLER:
We don't disagree there's more

15

discussion required there.

16

interpretation is premised on -- it's the

17

same words that we used with PJM, and

18

that's how we've used that agreement in

19

other litigation, so...

20
21

Our

VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:
This is just a comment.

On --

22

when you talk about this free wind energy

23

Michigan is going to install, I guess -- I

24

guess the ratepayers don't take advantage

25

of the fact that they are to pay subsidies
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
This Memorandum of Understanding (“Memorandum”) is entered into on the __ day of
April, 2011, by and between the Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc.
(“Midwest ISO”) and Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”), individually and collectively referred
to herein as “Party” or “Parties.”:
WHEREAS, the Midwest ISO is a non-stock, non-profit corporation organized under the
laws of Delaware, and a regional transmission organization (“RTO”), as established by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) pursuant to Order No. 2000, with functional
control of transmission facilities that are interconnected with transmission facilities that are
subject to the functional control of SPP;
WHEREAS, SPP is an Arkansas not-for-profit corporation and an RTO, as established by
FERC pursuant to Order No. 2000 with functional control of transmission facilities that are
interconnected with transmission facilities that are subject to the functional control of the
Midwest ISO;
WHEREAS, the Parties have entered into a Joint Operating Agreement (“JOA”)
originally dated December 1, 2004, and as amended from time to time, which has been approved
by the FERC as Midwest ISO Rate Schedule No. 6 and SPP Rate Schedule No. 9;
WHEREAS, the JOA requires the Parties to attempt in good faith to achieve consensus
with respect to all matters arising under the JOA and to use reasonable efforts through good faith
discussion and negotiation to avoid and resolves all disputes;
WHEREAS, the JOA requires the Parties, in response to changed circumstances, to
review and as appropriate revise the requirements stated in the JOA, including deleting, adding,
or revising requirements and protocols;
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WHEREAS, the JOA requires each Party to negotiate in good faith in response to such
revisions the other Party may propose from time to time; and
WHEREAS, the operating companies of the Entergy system are considering possible
RTO membership and the Parties have determined that there is a need to evaluate the impact
such possible RTO membership will have on the implementation of the terms and conditions of
the JOA and to review and as appropriate revise the requirements stated in the JOA in response
to such possible RTO membership;
NOW, in consequence thereof, the Parties agree as follows.
1.

Continued Cooperation; Renegotiation.

1.1

Nothing in this Memorandum is intended to amend or revise any requirements of the

JOA.
1.2

The Parties, in accordance with good utility practice, will continue to coordinate and

exchange information, as set forth in the JOA, in furtherance of the reliability of their systems
and efficient market operations.
1.3

The Parties will continue to work in good faith to achieve consensus with respect to

matters arising under the JOA and to engage in good faith discussions and negotiation to avoid
and resolve disputes.
1.4

The Parties will continue to review and as appropriate revise the requirements stated in

the JOA, including, but not limited to, adding new operating protocols, or revising existing
requirements and protocols, that will further the reliability of their systems and efficient market
operations.
2.

Sharing Transmission Capacity. The Parties disagree regarding the applicability of

existing Section 5.2 of the JOA to the use of each other’s transmission capacity to transfer

2

energy to and from the Entergy operating companies if they were to join either SPP or Midwest
ISO. If mutual agreement can be reached and implementation plans are finalized regarding fair
compensation for the utilization of each other’s systems, necessary improvements in market flow
calculations that measure such utilization, and joint funding of necessary transmission upgrades
to ensure reliable integration of Entergy into either RTO, then an appropriate sharing of
transmission capacity may be able to be negotiated to integrate the Entergy operating companies
into an RTO, should Entergy join either RTO..
3. Revisions to Address Congestion Management. A decision by Entergy to join an RTO will
affect the current flow patterns in the SPP and/or Midwest ISO regions. To better manage these
changes in flow patterns, the Parties have identified so-called “market-to-market coordination”
as a potential enhancement to the current JOA. Market-to-market coordination currently takes
place under the Joint Operating Agreement between the Midwest ISO and PJM Interconnection,
L.L.C., and includes the following guiding principles that the Parties may consider to add to the
JOA:
a) Joint management of eligible transmission constraints that are significantly
impacted by generation dispatch changes in both entities/markets
b) Real-time coordination resulting in a more efficient economic dispatch solutions
across both markets
c) Eligible constraints may be facilities under the operational control of either entity
d) Market-to-market coordination is to address regional congestion, not local
constraints
e) Management of constraints based on real-time actual flows through security
constrained economic dispatch models of both entities/markets

3

f) Market-to-market coordination to be initiated whenever an eligible transmission
facility is constrained and is therefore binding in dispatch
g) Market-to-market coordination to take place on the most limiting constraint using
its actual limit
h) Flow entitlements on each other’s system based on historical usage
i) Settlements under the coordinated congestion management based on the real-time
flow contribution on the transmission constraint from the other entity as compared
to its flow entitlement
j) Minimization of financial harm to one entity that results from market-to-market
coordination initiated by the other entity that produces less than optimal dispatch
k) Coordination of modeling parameters (e.g., LMPs, Market flows) that affect
market to market coordination in both markets
4. Commitment to share costs of necessary transmission upgrades. The Parties agree that
Entergy’s integration into either RTO (a) will make use of transmission facilities already planned
for other uses and (b) will require construction of additional facilities. The Parties agree to
identify necessary transmission upgrades to facilitate integration of Entergy into either RTO.
Transmission upgrades will be deemed necessary if the addition of Entergy into either RTO adds
significant flows on the other Party’s facilities that are either already constrained or would be
expected to become constrained after Entergy joins an RTO. The Parties agree to share the costs
of these necessary upgrades on a basis of benefits expected to be received. The parties further
agree to share the costs of any transmission upgrades that are already planned that will be used
by the Parties to enable more economic dispatch between Entergy and the RTO it joins.
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5. Commitment to Resolve Issues In Timely Manner. The Parties’ representatives, consisting
of attorneys and subject matter experts, will initially meet within 30 days of the date this MOU is
signed for purpose of identifying specific tasks and milestones related to the potential JOA
improvements identified in this Memorandum. Thereafter, the parties will meet, either in person
or by teleconference, periodically as agreed until JOA changes are finalized and filed with the
FERC. The following timeline will guide the Parties:
a) Develop a market-to-market process based upon the current SPP energy
imbalance market and the Midwest ISO Energy and Operating Reserves Market
to be implemented prior to Entergy operating in either the SPP or Midwest ISO
market.
b) Address by January 1, 2012, existing issues with differences in approaches to
market flow calculations by developing/implementing the identified
enhancements to operating procedures and the current market flow calculation
logic as may be agreed to by Midwest ISO, SPP and PJM or as supported by a
majority of the CMPWG if Midwest ISO, SPP and PJM cannot reach agreement.
c) Transmission upgrades deemed necessary and jointly funded by the Parties per
section 4 shall be placed in service prior to Entergy joining either RTO.
6. Non-binding effect; Term and Termination
6.1

This Memorandum does not bind either Party to making any revisions to the JOA.

6.2

Except for the obligations to meet and discuss matters as stated in sections 1.3 and 1.4,

this Memorandum creates no binding obligations on either Party. No damages or other relief
may be sought in any court or before any regulatory agency regarding the Parties’ performance
under this Memorandum.
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6.3

This Memorandum shall remain effective until a final non- appealable order of the FERC

in the docket or dockets in which approval is sought for the potential modifications to the JOA
contemplated by this Memorandum or until otherwise terminated pursuant to section 6.4.
6.4

Either Party may terminate this MOU upon thirty days written notice to the other.

7. Miscellaneous
7.1

Notice. Any notice required to be given pursuant to this MOU shall be given as provided

in Section 18.10 of the JOA.
7.2

Signatures. This Memorandum of Understanding may be executed in any number of

counterparts, each of which shall be an original but all of which together will constitute one
instrument, notwithstanding that both Parties may not have executed the same counterpart.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Memorandum of Understanding to be
executed by their duly authorized representatives.

MIDWEST INDEPENDENT TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM OPERATOR, INC.

SOUTHWEST POWER POOL,
INC.

By:

By:

_______________________

_______________________

Name: _______________________

Name: _______________________

Title:

_______________________

Title:

_______________________

Date:

_______________________

Date:

_______________________
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Exhibit D

From: Richard Doying <rdoying@midwestiso.org>
To: Carl Monroe; Ramey, Todd; Lanny Nickell
Cc: Chatterjee, Renuka G.; Troxell, Greg; Bruce Rew; Stephen Kozey
<SteveKozey@midwestiso.org>; John Bear <JBear@midwestiso.org>
Sent: Thu Apr 07 16:23:08 2011
Subject: RE: SPP-MISO Seams Process Enhancement - M2M Guiding Principles
Carl,
Thanks for sending the edited version.
SPP’s revised MOU has changed the section re JOA Section 5.2 to say the parties are in dispute
over the meaning of 5.2. Our intent in negotiating an MOU was to settle the 5.2 issue and agree
to principles we would apply while seeking to enhance other elements of the JOA.
We seem to be at a point where it is best to defer further work on an MOU until after FERC
resolves the Section 5.2 interpretation issue.
Regards,
Richard

Exhibit E

Nicholas A. Brown, President & CEO

April 8, 2011

John Bear, President & CEO
Midwest ISO
701 City Center Drive
Carmel, Indiana 46032
Hello:

As you and I have been following our staffs’ joint March 11, 2011 Seams Agreement
Coordinating Committee (SACC) conference call and subsequent communications
between Southwest Power Pool (SPP) and Midwest ISO (MISO) representatives about
our Joint Operating Agreement (JOA) and possible ways to improve the operation of the
SPP-MISO seam, I have been optimistic about the progress our two organizations have
made. My optimism was strengthened by your phone message to me just last week
recognizing the productive benefits of the dialogue between our organizations.
As a result of this dialogue, SPP timely responded to MISO’s first draft of a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) designed to establish a framework to develop
mutually agreeable modification to the JOA via negotiations. Unfortunately, it appears
that MISO’s response to SPP’s suggested edits was to “defer further work on an MOU
until after FERC resolves the Section 5.2 interpretation issue.” Hence, it appears that
MISO wants to abandon all communications to resolve the seam issues between our
organizations.
While SPP appreciates MISO's desire to resolve the applicability and scope of section 5.2
of the JOA, as you know SPP believes the arrangements for the use of each other's
systems in the event Entergy joins one of the RTOs has many facets not limited to that
single provision of the JOA. What is more, and as your draft MOU recognizes, the JOA
by its terms clearly requires renegotiation in the event of a configuration change of this
breadth. Renegotiation may encompass assessing section 5.2's import, if it is applicable
at all, in the circumstances of the greatly different flows that will occur if Entergy is part
of one of the RTOs.
It is unreasonable and not the good faith negotiation that the JOA requires to insist that
SPP must accept MISO’s interpretation of section 5.2 as a precondition of discussing the
parties' arrangements for accommodating Entergy in one or the other of the RTOs. For
its part, SPP proposed that if other matters could be resolved satisfactorily, then sharing
of capacity under section 5.2 or otherwise also might be able to be resolved. That should
be sufficient for MISO to recognize SPP's good faith in these discussions.

John Bear
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SPP continues to believe that discussions through the SACC are the best way to resolve
these matters. Matter of fact, your message to me last week indicated that you agreed
such discussions were productive. SPP does not agree that either we or FERC must
resolve our current different views of section 5.2 before we can discuss these matters.
I suggest we continue the SACC discussions. An MOU is not required to do that. We
should be negotiating our future arrangements rather than spending time negotiating the
process for reaching agreement. If you believe there are other ways to address our
differing views in a manner consistent with the JOA (such as the formal dispute
resolution procedures of the JOA), let us know. As we have previously stated, we are not
willing to waive the requirements of the JOA that we endeavor to reach consensus
through good faith discussion.
Take care,

Exhibit F

Impact of 100 MW transaction from MISO to EES

SPAEES 2%
AECIEES 17%

AMRNEES 8%

EDEEES 1,4%

TVAEES 32%

OKGEEES 10%

SOUCEES 10%

CSWSEES 10%

CLECOEES 7%
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